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Editor’s Note.

M

icrocontrollers are now ubiquitous, so I make no
apologies for talking a lot about them in this issue.
They are firstly used in a new PMP on Automatic Coach
Lighting by Davy Dick and I explain how they work in the
Beginners Corner. Ray Haddad then explains how the
PicAxe development kit can be used to learn about and
programme the devices. Paul Readhead concludes his
discussion on a traverser controlled by an Arduino
microcontroller and Mark Riddoch explains how he uses an
Arduino to control servomotors. When our devices on the
layout have the extra intelligence provided by a
microcontroller they can often be connected to a computer
to allow for configuration for different conditions. This
requires a program to run on a PC, often in a Microsoft
Windows™ environment. Writing this can be a daunting task
and James Thorpe starts to de-mystify this in the first of a
series of articles on Microsoft’s .NET system.
We also have articles by David Ingoldby on SG90 servo
mounting and some simple modifications to the RJ22 socket
board by John Gowers. Howard Watkins tells of his
experiments with a colour display on the Raspberry Pi used
for RFID and Mike Collins tells us how to use Design Spark
to produce inexpensive printed circuit boards by iTead,
finally David Osbourne gives us a preview of a classic PWM
DC controller.
Roger Edwards (M2176)
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Automatic Coach Lighting

T

his is an automatic lighting system where the coach lights
only come on when the train is moving. When movement
is detected, the LED lights come on and stay on during the
train's journey. If the train stops at a station or at a signal, a
built-in delay keeps the lights on for a couple of minutes.
However, if the coach is left parked, its lights will go out after
those couple of minutes. This process is automatic.

The last Journal had an article looking at different approaches to this module and asking for members' opinions. The result
is a module using a battery, with suggestions for modifications including using DCC power. Consequently, this little 18mm x
16mm module is suitable for both DC and DCC users, and uses a small battery (DCC users see the end of the article on
suggestions for adapting for DCC use).
A group of individual white LEDs is powered from a 3V coin cell battery CR2032. The example shows both cool white and
warm white LEDs, although you would decide which looks best for your stock of coaches.
The photograph above tends to exaggerate the brightness. The lights are not as bright as commercial offerings but I think
that makes them more realistic.
If you want very bright lights, you could use a transistor to switch a 12V LED strip (using either a 12V battery or taking power
from the DCC supply).
Tests with 6 LEDs and a Duracell 3V coin battery showed that the modules can output over 10 hours of useful continuous
light. The cell's rating is given as 5mA maximum but the test circuits happily handled a total of 7mA.
Since trains are not usually run continuously, a battery should last a relatively long time.
A Duracell battery costs around 60p, while non-branded batteries (e.g. at a pound shop or through eBay) can cost as little as
10p each. Accordingly, the coach lighting could be run for as little as 1p per hour.
The battery is external, allowing for easy changing. There is no need to open the coach to change the battery (or to flick an
on/off switch), the only control being a small power link that is set at the start of a session.

How it works
The project uses only a handful of components, based around an infra-red detection component and a pre-programmed PIC chip.
The image shows a TCRT5000 reflective optical sensor. This is mounted under the coach, pointing downwards towards the
track.
It has four leads. Two are used to power an infra-red LED which emits infra-red light
down towards the track. The other two leads connect to a phototransistor which reacts to
the amount that is reflected back upwards.
If the train is stationary, the light that is reflected will remain fairly constant, regardless of whether the TCRT5000 is sitting
over a sleeper or over the ballast (or even in between).
When the train starts to move, there will be noticeable changes in the intensity of the reflected infra-red. This is detected by
the PIC chip which switches on the LEDs.
When the train stops, the level of reflection will return to
being fairly constant. If there is no further light changes
after a few minutes, the chip switches the LEDs off.
The circuit right shows that the TCRT5000 is actually two
separate components in the one casing. The infra-red
emitter (the blue one) is fed from the 3V supply via a 1K
resistor.
The level of reflected light results in a voltage being
developed across the 100K resistor and this is fed into the
PIC's pin 3.
MERG Journal - VOL 49 - No 2 - 2015
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The 12F675 chip's pin 5 is used to switch the LEDs on and off.
The code inside the PIC chip is self-adjusting for different sleeper and ballast colours. It 'learns' the difference between your
sleeper and ballast reflections, regardless of their levels of lightness/darkness. As a result, there is so need for any external
sensitivity controls.

Parts List
● One piece of stripboard 25mm x 64mm
● One TCRT5000 optical sensor
● One pre-programmed 12F675 PIC
● One 8-pin IC holder
● One 1k resistor
● One 100k resistor
● Optional resistors (see later)
● One 100nF capacitor
● One CR2032 battery and battery holder
Note: The complete set of parts, minus the battery, LEDs and optional resistors, is available from the Kit Locker (PMP19).

Board Construction
This project is built on a piece of stripboard that has nine strips of copper on one side.
First, reduce the size of the board to just six rows each of seven holes by sawing off the
unwanted areas.
Then turn the board over so that the copper strips are uppermost.
Now cut all the five breaks in the track at the points shown in this illustration.
the holes, so that both holes can be
Note that the cut in the second top row is
used for connected the wire links. You can make two parallel cuts 1mm apart and remove
the copper in-between.
Next, check that there are no remaining tiny strips of copper still bridging any of the cut track sections. Then clean the
copper strips and the leads of the components prior to soldering. This minimises problems from dirty or oxidised surfaces
during soldering.
Now turn the board over to fit the components.
It is important to note that all the components are mounted on the
side of the board
from the copper strips and their leads are poked through the holes for soldering on the
copper side.
This illustration show the components and the tracks at the same time. It is really showing
where the components should go. It shows the tracks underneath, as if the board was
transparent, to help you position the components correctly.
When inserting and soldering the components, you may want to follow these guidelines:
● Fit the two link wires. These must be fitted
soldering in the IC socket
as these wires will run under the socket (to save board space),
● Fit the 1k resistor It has brown, black and red bands painted round it. The resistor can be fitted either way
round.
● Fit the 100k resistor and the 100nF capacitor at the same time. The resistor has brown, black and yellow bands
painted round it. The resistor can be fitted either way round.
● Fit the 100nF capacitor, either way round. To save space, the leads from the resistor and the capacitor should
be inserted through the
hole (see the illustration above).
● Fit the 8-pin IC socket. It helps if it is fitted to the board with its notch facing top left, as shown in the layout
illustration. This reminds you to also fit the PIC chip correctly (i.e. with its notch also facing top left).
Before proceeding, check that there are no short circuits between any copper tracks (e.g. unwanted solder
blobs or wire wisps).
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Fitting to coach
The board is fitted inside the coach, in as inconspicuous
place as possible (in the toilet or standing on its end?). The
other parts are fitted under the coach largely out of sight
from most viewing points,
Before fitting, check where you want to fit the sensor, the
on/off switch and the battery holder. To make battery
changing easy (save dismantling the roof etc.) and to
prevent any components being seen inside the coach, I
placed the battery holder and switch under the coach.
The steps for assembling the coach lighting kit are:
1.

Solder two wires to the tags on the battery holder. For clarity, the image shows red and black wires
being routed from the battery into the coach through a small hole drilled in the undercarriage. In
practice, use black wire (preferable kynar wire) to make the wires inconspicuous. Secure the battery
holder in place with epoxy or a glue gun.

2.

To reduce size, I replaced the usual on/off switch with a 2-pin male connector, with a jumper being
inserted to switch on the battery power. The connector has two wires soldered to it and these are
routed into the coach through a small hole drilled in the undercarriage. The connector is then
glued/epoxied to the undercarriage. For clarity, the image show a white jumper being used. In
practice, a black jumper is used.

3.

Drill four small holes in the coach's undercarriage and push the TCRT5000's leads through these holes
(see image). Position the tip of the sensor about 12mm above the level of the sleepers and bend the
wires inside the coach.

4.

Solder the two sensor leads together as shown in the illustration below; these are the two leads that connect to
0V. Solder these to the end of the bottom copper strip as shown in the illustrations. Soldering direct to the
strip saves allocating an extra column of holes.

5.

Solder the other two TRCT5000 leads to the ends of the appropriate copper strips, as shown in the illustration.

6.

Read the notes on optional resistors before proceeding to the next step.

7.

Make up a lighting assembly consisting of two bare wires that will run along each side of the inner roof.
Connect LEDs across these bare wires at appropriate spacing to illuminate where required in the coach.
Use either cool white or warm white low current LEDs, depending on your needs. Whichever you choose,
it is important that the LEDs be the same type so that they will share the current properly. Ensure that
all the LEDs' longest leads are connected to the same wire.

8.

As a final test, connect the battery directly to the two wires supporting the LEDs and check the current
with your multimeter. If the LEDs all illuminate, the total current should be 10mA or less (remember
that above 25mA will damage the PIC). If the current is acceptable, unsolder the battery wires and
attach the LEDs' supporting wires to under the coach roof (I use a glue gun or GluDots).

9.

Solder wires from the light assembly to the ends of the appropriate copper strips (longest LED leads to
the +3V strip and the shortest LED leads to the track second from the bottom (i.e. pin 5 of the chip).

10.

Solder the wires from the battery to the top and bottom copper strips, with the positive lead connecting
to the top track (see the illustration).

11.

Insert the CR2032 3V coin cell into the battery holder.

The assembly is complete and the coach can be tested. I
found no need to alter the sensor height above the track
sleepers but you can experiment for optimum height before
securing the sensor in place.
I found no problems with unwanted light affecting the module's
performance and therefore did not fit any type of hood around
the sensor.

The optional resistors
The diagrams show the PIC's output being wired directly to white LEDs, which is the most likely colour of LED to be used.
However, different coloured LEDs have different 'forward voltages', the voltage they operate at. If their operating voltage is
lower than 3V, then you need to fit a resistor in series with each LED. For example, you may want to illuminate a red light at
the rear of a coach. As a red LED illuminates at a lower voltage than white LEDs (usually 2V), a dropper resistor would be
placed in series with the LED before connecting them across the two copper wires of the light assembly. The resistor can
be connected to either end of the LED.
The website http://led.linear1.org/1led.wiz calculates the required resistor for different operating voltages (in our case
between approximately 150 Ohms to 560 Ohms).
MERG Journal - VOL 49 - No 2 - 2015
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Modifications
As described, this module is most suitable for use with 00 or larger scales.
However, with a bit of ingenuity it can be adapted to take up less space inside the coach.

Miniaturise further
● You can reduce the module's depth if you solder the PIC directly to the stripboard without using the IC holder.
Of course, you have to be careful that you insert it the correct way round and all track cuts and links are
definitely correct. Once soldered, it will be difficult to make good any mistakes. If you can afford the space,
using the IC holder is the safest way.
● The TCRT5000 is, in fact, two components in the one case. The case can be removed to reduce the required
volume. Note, however, that there is a plastic divider between the emitter and the phototransistor. This
prevents the infra-red being received directly from the emitter instead of from the reflections. This wall is part
of the case's plastic moulding. If removing the case, fit your own replacement divider.
● You can further reduce the size of the stripboard if you fit the resistors and the capacitor on the coach's
undercarriage.
SMD version
If you are confident about soldering surface mount components a very small module can be created,
using a little board that is designed to adapt surface mount ICs to the larger DIL format. This is shown
in this illustration and it measures just 11mm x 10mm. This image below left shows the relative size of
the stripboard and surface mount versions.
The board needs no modification and can accommodate all four components as shown in this illustration.
All components on the board are surface mount types resulting in a smaller size and lower
profile.

DCC version
With DCC you have the advantage of having a permanent
power source available at all times. This dispenses with the
need to use batteries and switch links.

There are a few requirements:
● You must be able to get the DCC from the track to the
module. You can use pickups in each coach or use wired
connections between locos and coaches (this is discussed
in chapter 9 of my book).
● You need to convert the DCC signal to suitable voltage to drive
the lighting module. This circuit shows a 3.3V voltage regulator
circuit that could be used.
● This convertor will take up additional space inside the coach.
Of course, you can also use surface mount components (e.g. an
AMS1117-3.3V voltage regulator) to create a smaller unit.
These could also be mounted on a SMD to DIL adaptor board
like the one above. Here is the circuit mounted on the track side of a small piece of stripboard.

Conclusion
This project is unlike many of the previous Pocket Money Kits. In addition to building the module, you are required to make
alterations and additions to your coaches.
The prototype for this project was taken to exhibitions and run on a variety of layouts with different track constructions
(different ballast colours and shades, cork underlay, bare MDF, etc.). It performed equally well in all the tests but I would
recommend you make and test one on your own layout before committing to converting a quantity of coaches.
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A number of factors could potentially affect the project's sensitivity:
● The height above the sleepers (alterable by you)
● The voltage to the emitter (alter the value of the 1K resistor)
● The switching threshold inside the chip (involves reprogramming the PIC chip)
● Possible ambient light disturbance (fit a hood round the TRCT5000).
Although I found no need to change the finished circuit and setup, you may want to experiment – that's what PMPs are all about.

Towards a Better Mousetrap

(or Servo Bracket)

By David Ingoldby (M3904)
A short history.

I

used to model in HO in South Africa because Lima were the only ones offering ready to run models in the SAR range. I
decided on Roco points as they came with relatively small built in point motors and they worked quite well.

Since my return to the UK I have decided to start again, but in n gauge this time as space is at a premium. Having done
some searching I duly found similar point from Roco but much to my dismay they came sans motors. I invested in a pile of
Seep motors but really didn’t like the thump they made on switching and so started looking around for something else. I
bought a sample of each Tortoise, Cobalt and Fulgurex, but was not very satisfied with any of them. They were rather big
and bulky not to mention pricey.
About this time I discovered and joined MERG and linked up with the TVAG group. My eyes were opened as to what could be
done and saw the use of servo motors for the first time. I duly bought some plastic kits from the kit locker and assembled
(rather badly) one such kit. My plastic skills are not great.
My mind got to thinking there had to be an easier way to make a mounting which would be reasonably small and light but
strong and easy to fit. I designed and laser cut some aluminium to make model 1. These I decided to use as they filled most
of the requirements. Adding in a Servo4 board and away we go ----- except I was soon to learn of the idiosyncrasies of the
Tower-pro on switch on. The violent swing made it difficult to use a standard switch and so back to the drawing board for a
PC board with a reed switch operated by a small magnet on the arm. With this in place and allowing the motor to swing
through a large arc, I was able to finally mount and use them on my layout. (I have around 20 operating now)
But there were a couple of points that didn’t operate well with this large throw and I began looking at the possibility of
getting a parallel motion from the unit. At around the same time an update came out for the firmware on the CANSERVO8
which stopped all the wild swinging at startup and so I was able to go back to a simple switch. As there was some interest in
the MERG group I manufactured quite a few of my final design which is now at version 6. It’s an easy kit to assemble and
provides a robust yet light option to switch points or anything else that needs to move in a linear direction.
I think this is about as far as I want to go. (Watch this space – I may have more inspiration coming!!)
The pictures show some of the versions and even a hybrid (Ver 3A) which may well be added to some of my older ones as a refit.
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Beginners Corner - Microcomputers and Microcontrollers
By Roger Edwards (M2176)

L

ast time we looked at integrated circuits and saw how these could provide a number of standard logic functions very
economically; however these are all aimed at a specific set of requirements which cannot change once built. Users are
fickle and often want to change requirements in the light of experience. This can be achieved by a stored program digital
computer, in which the user’s requirements are defined by the software running on the machine and can therefore be
changed as required. In March 1971 Intel introduced a 4bit microprocessor, 4040, aimed at the desk calculator and soon
afterwards Intel and others introduced more powerful processors that then enabled more complex logic and control
applications to be performed economically which lead, in 1974, to the Intel 8080 which is the forerunner of the present PC.
A computer system has three main components, firstly the Central Processing Unit (CPU) that does all the work; secondly the
memory which is used to store both data and instructions, and finally the peripheral devices that enable the computer to
inter-react with the real world and the users. Although this is a slight misnomer, a microcomputer is just the CPU and relies
on external components to provide the memory and peripherals. These CPUs are often very complex, such as the Intel i54460 which uses more than a billion, yes billion, transistors and is designed for high performance applications such as gaming.
At the other end of the scale we have microcontrollers. These usually have a relatively simple CPU but also include memory
and peripherals on chip and consequently the one component provides the basis of a complete computer system. So how do
these things work?
The best analogy is probably the Dumb Filing Clerk. Here we have a dumb filing clerk who sits
at a desk in front of a set of pigeon holes. Each pigeon hole, or memory, can contain a piece of
paper with a number or an instruction written on it. The clerk is thick, he does exactly as he is
told, no more and no less; however he has been trained to do arithmetic very accurately and
very quickly. He also has a “magic slate” on his desk on which he can write down one number.
He can copy numbers from memory to his slate and vice-versa and can add and subtract
numbers, either given as part of his instruction (literal) or from a memory location, to the
number on his slate. If he is very clever he can also multiply and divide. He can also perform
logic functions, AND, OR and NOT, between numbers on his slate or as specified in the
instruction or memory. He can also shift a number, thought of in binary, a given number of
places left or right, i.e. multiply or divide by powers of two. Finally he also has a counter on his
desk which he increments every time he reads an instruction.
When he comes in in the morning the counter is zero; this is often called the Program Counter (PC). He reads the instruction
from memory as specified by the PC, does as he is told and then reads the next instruction ad infinitum. Some instructions
can also tell him to change the value of the PC so he can repeat some activities.
Let us consider a very simple example of adding together a list of 5 numbers held in pigeon holes 100 to 104 with the result
placed in pigeon hole 105, with the instructions starting in pigeon hole zero. The clerk’s slate is usually referred to as a
Working register W or R.
Pigeon Hole
0
1
2
3
4
5

Instruction
Copy the number held in 100 to W
Add the number held in 101 to W
Add the number held in 102 to W
Add the number held in 103 to W
Add the number held in 104 to W
Copy W to 105

This is about as simple as it gets but is very restrictive as the length of the list is fixed and would need a large number of
instructions for a long list. Our clerk has to be a bit brighter than this! You will note that with the above example the
instruction specified the address of the pigeon hole to use for the data, this is referred to as Direct Addressing. It would be
much more useful if the address to be used for the data could be held in a separate pigeon hole, say 106, that could be
altered by the program, this is known as Indirect or Indexed Addressing. Furthermore it would help if our clerk could do his
arithmetic without effecting the contents of W. This would enable him to increment and decrement a number held in a pigeon
hole without effecting W. Now consider the next example with the length of the list, 5, held in pigeon hole 107.
Pigeon Hole
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Instruction
Set 106 to 100
Set 107 to 5
Set W to zero
Add the number held in the pigeon hole specified by 106 to W
Increment 106
Decrement 107
If the number in 107 is greater than zero Then repeat from 3
Otherwise Copy W to 105

The first three instructions set things up and the next four do the list addition and are independent of the list length.
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By now you will probably have realised that the pigeon holes represent the computer’s memory and the clerk the CPU. There
are however a few complications that the above analogy misses. Firstly the computer works in binary and the memory holds
data in units of 8 binary bits or one Byte. One byte can only hold a positive number in the range 0 to 255 and can therefore
only address 256 bytes of memory. This is not enough to do much work. One solution, as used by the 8bit PICs, is to split the
memory into 256 byte pages, with the current page pointed to by a Page Select Register PSR. As the program and data are
often held in different parts of memory we would need two PSRs one for the Program Counter and one for data, so usually
the Program Counter is specified as two or more bytes and can access all the memory.
Another complication is that memory used to hold variable data has to have fast read and write access to individual bytes and
with no limitation on the number of writes that are allowed; consequently it is usually implemented in semiconductor Random
Access Memory (RAM). This memory however does not retain data when the power is removed and so is no use for the
program or constant data. For this Flash memory is used, or with a PC a disk drive. Flash memory is reasonably fast to read,
but very difficult and slow to write and also has a limit, albeit large, on the number of times it can be written. Different
microcontrollers handle this in different ways, the 8bit PICs use separate memories for data (RAM) and program (Flash) with
different access methods for both which complicates indirect addressing. Other microcontrollers treat all memory the same
but differentiate between RAM and Flash by the address.
A further limitation is the design of the instruction set. In some microcontrollers the instruction is one two or more bytes
dependent upon what is needed; however this complicates the instruction decode logic and consequently many processors,
including the 8bit PICs use a fixed length instruction. This then has a complication in that the instruction can’t access the full
memory and is in general limited to a 256byte RAM page and also with a separate mechanism required to access constant
data from Flash memory.
One thing that we have not yet discussed is the effect of the software on the computer architecture. We will look at software
in a separate article; however software, whether written in Assembler or a high level language, makes extensive use of
subroutines and functions. In this case the normal program flow is interrupted and continues elsewhere before the original
flow is resumed.
N
N+1
N+2

N+3

Instruction
Instruction
Call Subroutine
Y Subroutine instruction 1
Y+x Return
Next instruction

We therefore have to remember the Program Counter (PC) value before we move to the subroutine so that we can come
back and continue. This is usually done by specifying a part of RAM as a Program Stack. When a subroutine is called the
current content of the PC is pushed onto the stack and when the subroutine ends it is pulled back off the stack. The stack is
also often used to hold the processor state when it is interrupted, see later, or by high level languages to pass variables to a
subroutine or to hold temporary data. Most processors have a dedicated register, like the PC, known as the Stack Pointer
(SP) to manage the stack. The 8bit PICs do not have this facility and use a small hardware stack for subroutine calls. This
makes implementing a software stack both difficult and cumbersome.
Microcontrollers have a range of peripheral devices such as Analogue to Digital Convertors, Input/Output Ports, Timers and
Communications Controllers to enable them to inter-react with the real world. These devices often need a very fast response
to a signal and can’t wait for the normal program to get round to servicing them.
When a peripheral device needs urgent attention it holds up its hand to interrupt
the normal program flow. Our clerk stops what he is doing and instead executes
instructions to service the peripheral device. This is very similar to him
branching to a subroutine, he still has to remember the PC so he can come back
to where he left off; however he also has to remember his Working register W
and the machine state (carry, overflow etc) before he can start looking at the
interrupt. When he has finished he then has to return W and the machine state
before he restores the PC.
The above discussion effectively defines the simplest CPU that can be used
effectively from the hardware viewpoint and is basically the same as the 8bit
PICs. Microchip designed these to have a very simple CPU so that that they
could use the silicon area to implement a large range of peripheral devices. This
makes them suitable for simple products such as fridges, dishwashers and
similar. However they struggle when they have to do any serious data
processing as the lack of a software stack, complex indirect addressing and the
need to keep track of the RAM pages can make the code verbose and slow.
So how can we improve on this?
MERG Journal - VOL 49 - No 2 - 2015
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Many processors, such as the Atmel ATmega used in the Arduino, although still
a 8bit processor, has a stack of 32off 8bit working registers, instead on the one
register used by the PIC. Six of these can be concatenated to form three 16 bit
registers to be used for indirect addressing. It also has separate Stack Pointer
and Program Counter registers. This enables the software to set up a proper
software stack which can be used for subroutine and interrupt calls as well as
for passing data between subroutines. The additional registers also simplify
access to data held as structures and arrays and for holding temporary variable
data. This also simplifies the design of a compiler for a high level language
using modern efficient data structures, and consequently the code can be
efficient and hence fast. This architecture is therefore far more suitable for
general data processing; however the peripherals available are not as
comprehensive as those with the PICs.
A slight disadvantage of using a
large bank of general purpose
registers is that more have to be
saved and returned when processing an interrupt, which delays the interrupt
response. In July 1976 Zilog introduced the Z80 microcomputer. This had a
“Shadow” set of registers; this meant that when an interrupt occurred the main
set of registers did not have to be saved as a simple switch to the shadow set
enabled the interrupt to be processed without effecting the main register set.
This technique is used in the Microchip 32bit MX series PICs, which use 32off
32bit general purpose registers, plus a shadow set of 32off 32bit registers for
interrupt processing.
There are numerous other methods that can be used to improve a CPU’s performance, but most of these are more applicable
to a microcomputer used for general data processing such as in a PC or for running apps on a mobile phone so won’t be
discussed here. I also wrote an article “Microcontrollers and How to Choose Them”, see page 45 of Journal Vol 45 No 3
Autumn 2011, which you might find helpful.

Beginners – Where to Start

T

here is an enormous amount of information on the MERG web site for beginners, but it is not always easy to find. A good
starting point is the Glossary, found under “Home/Resources and Information/Glossary of Terms”
http://merg.org.uk/main_wiki/doku.php?id=glossary:start and the Wiki accessed from the Members Pages at
http://merg.org.uk/main_wiki/doku.php together with the Technical Bulletins. A good starting point for learning about electric
circuits and the components used in MERG kits is reference RDE1 in the table below.
Ref
JJ1
JJ2
JJ3
JJ4
JJ5
JJ6
JJ7
JJ8
JJ9
JJ10
HW1
HW2
JL1
IM1
HW3
RDE1

Title
Electric Circuits Basics 1
Electric Circuits Basics 2
Electric Circuits Basics 3
Electric Circuits Basics 4
Electric Circuits Basics 5
Electric Circuits Basics 6
Electric Circuits Basics 7
Electric Circuits Basics 8
Electric Circuits Basics 9
Electric Circuits Basics 10
Beginners Corner
Beginners Corner
Beginners Corner
Beginners Corner
Beginners Corner
Beginners-The Starting Point

HW4
RDE2
RDE3
RDE3

Beginners
Beginners
Beginners
Beginners

Corner
Corner
Corner
Corner

Journal
Autumn 2004
Winter 2004
Spring 2005
Summer 2005
Autumn 2005
Winter 2005
Spring 2006
Summer 2006
Autumn 2006
Winter 2006
Spring 2011 Vol 45-1
Summer 2011 Vol 45-2
Autumn 2011 Vol 45-3
Winter 2011 Vol 45-4
Spring 2012 Vol 46-1
Summer 2014 Vol 48-2
Autumn 2014 Vol 48-3
December 2014 Vol 48-4
March 2015 Vol 49-1
March 2015 Vol 49-2

Page
18
6
28
28
6
28
14
12
8
22
44
21
41
2
40
j7
j5
j6
j6
j12

Subject
Models for Electricity Part 1
Models for Electricity Part 2
DC Circuits
Pulse Circuits, Waveforms and Logic.
Inductance
Semiconductors and Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Transformers
Design
Oscilloscopes
Resistors & Resources
Capacitors & Software Downloads
Understanding the Electric Motor
Assembling Molex Connectors
Connectors & Terminal Blocks
Summary & description of common components
Diodes
Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Microcomputers and Microcontrollers

The initials in the Ref column refer to author as JJ John J Matthews, HW Howard Watkins, JL John Langan , IM Ian Morgan
and RDE Roger Edwards.
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Using Microcontrollers and PICAXE
By Ray Haddad ( M4461)

S

omewhere in every electronic user’s mind is a curiosity that may need scratching. There really isn’t a desperate need to
work with a microcontroller as long as your need is only as an end user. If you have ever been curious and wished to
learn more, this article is for you. If you like turning your trains into semi intelligent machines, you already have that
capability. If you are curious as to how that is accomplished, this is an article for you.
Since the 1980s, computers have been invading homes the world over. Tiny offshoots of these is the microcontroller or, as it
is sometimes referred, an embedded controller. Unlike their bigger brothers, they do not need a behemoth of a power supply
to operate. They consume very little power and operate independent of your input if that is your desire. They control your
phones, your microwaves, your DVRs, your satellite dishes, your kitchen appliances, your gasoline (petrol) pumps, ATMs,
elevators and make the parking lot attendant redundant. They are almost everywhere. All computers use the following model.

Input - Process - Output
This brings us to the Microcontroller - a miniature, self contained computer. Microcontrollers are almost always an integrated
circuit although some are even small enough to be put into a TO-92 housing (the same as a plastic transistor). The ones that
we see most often in use by MERG are 8 pin, 18 pin, 20 pin, 28 pin and 40 pin devices. They operate at high enough
frequencies to decode our commands and command other modules to do tasks in a nearly instantaneous fashion.
All microcontrollers, no matter who makes them, need a program to make them operate and this is often what keeps the
curious at bay. They don’t believe that they can write a program. Perhaps you can’t and never will write one but this article
will help you along and also give you some practical ways to put your new skill to work. In the model above, the Process is
done by the program in the microcontroller. You, as programmer, are the one to implement that.
I looked long and hard at what would be a suitable device for beginners to learn. I have long used the PicAxe series of
microcontrollers for rapid development. These devices come in several flavours and three distinct families at present. They
will no doubt expand as the devices they are based on become more powerful. Right now, the PicAxe, PicAxe M2 and PicAxe
X2 are available, although the PicAxe is now considered a legacy device and supported for those still using them. The M2
family is 100% compatible with it and adds some great features. The X2 devices increase the capability but are a little more
expensive and not really necessary for our use at present.
I chose this particular device (PicAxe20M2) because it has 8 usable pins for making things happen by program control and
decision. A PicAxe20-M2 device can send a one or zero to each of those 8 pins and read a one or zero as an input from 8
other pins. Some of those 8 input pins can also be used to analyze an analog signal into the pin.
In this chip, 2 of the pins are used for power and ground. You can choose any other PicAxe device but for ease in following
this article, consider the one selected.
For your development and learning, you will need to build or buy a working development system. Every part you need can be
acquired individually and even a prototyping breadboard can be used. However, on the http://www.picaxe.com site, you can
buy a PicAxe-20M kit for less than 20.00. I will be describing that kit in this article as the basis for learning. For convenience,
you may buy the kit but you can also acquire the individual parts and use a prototyping breadboard. I will show you how to
build a usable substitute here.
Every computer, no matter how small, needs to be programmed. The PicAxe family is programmed by the user via a free
program known as the PicAxe Editor 6. It can be downloaded at any time from their site. The programming language in uses
is called BASIC, which is as it sounds. A very basic language. The PicAxe devices have an interpreter built into them so you
can use BASIC as opposed to machine language or assembler. They are based on a Microchip part and ordinarily would not
be programmed in BASIC but the interpreter that is built in allows you to write programs in a much more human readable
manner as a result.
Personally, I prefer to program in C but that is a difficult language for beginners. The BASIC language is easier for starting
out and that also led to my device choice for this article. The PicAxe series of controllers are robust and with only a minimum
of output buffering you can keep it safe and working for a long time. I caution you who have read this far that each pin of a
PIC chip has a limit as to how much current it can provide. A maximum of 30ma is provided for external components to use.
In practical terms, you can provide exactly enough current to drive two LEDs but no more. You will permanently damage
your PicAxe by adding a third. There are ways to overcome this limit which will be covered in future articles.
Any program can be described as a series of instructions that are executed by the computing device in order from start (line
1) to the end unless interrupted by a skip or a jump instruction. That’s a real mouthful but easy to grasp if you think about it
like talking to an imaginary slave. You tell your slave to go to the kitchen and bring you a drink. The slave does that and only
that. When you next tell your slave to go to the kitchen and get you a drink unless there is an obstacle in the way, the slave
will do that and stand in front of the article obstructing its path. Why? Because you didn’t tell it what to do when it met the
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obstruction. Telling it to go and get you a drink in the kitchen unless there is an obstruction and return if that is so is more
proper and would result in the slave returning with no drink. Like a dutiful slave, your PicAxe must be told every step of the
way what is to be done and given options if you expect that something my impede its progress through the program. Those
deviations are known as conditions and the instructions to help the slave are the skip or jump instructions. You must tell your
slave each and every step required to complete the task. If you forget even one thing such as “close your hand on the drink
then lift it,” your program will fail.
This image will get us started.
Looking at that diagram corresponds to looking straight down on
the PicAxe20-M2. Pins 1 and 0 must be connected to VCC and
ground respectively. VCC must be a stable 5v 500ma or greater.
Ground is always the system common. That’s it. That’s all you need
for your circuit to function as a microcontroller. I always add a
decoupling capacitor between 0v and VCC just to keep the circuit
stable. I use a .1uf ceramic capacitor. Now we have to add a
program to make it do something besides just sit there. So we need
to add programmable components to the circuit. First, let’s discuss
the picture above and we’ll come back to the next step.
The language and programming use each of those pins and the chip
itself has been programmed to allow you to make each pin do
something for you or accept information for you. The pins can have
some information presented to them, the program can analyze that information and then make a decision. After the decision
is made, the output pins can be set to a condition of one or zero. This, in turn, can activate or deactivate external devices.
The PicAxe language manual that comes with PicAxe Editor 6 is large because it covers all of the devices and their individual
capabilities. You should print the entire manual for your PicAxe20-M2 as a reference. As an alternative, you can also refer to
the PDF file in your PDF reader. I printed all of the pages and put them into a tabbed 3 ring binder. It takes a lot of time and
printer ink but it is well worth the effort if you become interested in using this device. I refer to it often.
We already know what pins 1 and 20 are for. Power and ground. Pins 2 and 19 are Serial In and Serial Out and are special
purpose pins for programming your device. They are used to communicate from your computer running the PicAxe Editor 6
program and your PicAxe chip using either the USB port or a serial port on your computer. More about that later.
Pins 3 through 9 are all Inputs which can also be configured as ADC inputs. ADC stands for Analog to Digital Converter. That
means you can either use them for digital inputs or input a varying signal from 0v to VCC and convert it inside your PicAxe
into a digital word representing a value. That value can then be manipulated by your program and a decision made which
then will control one or more outputs. Pin 10 is a pin that can either be a digital input or an Infrared Input (with the
appropriate hardware attached to that pin).
Pins 11 to 17 are output pins which you can use to turn things on or off based on the condition of the pins. Pin 18 is also a
digital output but also doubles as an Infrared output pin (again, with appropriate hardware). You can, if you wish, select any
input or output to be the Infrared input or output but be aware that the two pins designated for that purpose are connected
to an internal timer of 38khz to make them compatible with TV or other remotes. Connecting that internal timer to other pins
can affect program speed of execution. Normally, not much, but in some uses it may be critical.
And that wraps up the pin description. To begin programming your PicAxe, we need to add a little bit of hardware and build
or buy a cable to connect your computer to your tiny slave. Writing a program is done within the PicAxe Editor 6 program.
When you write a program there, it must be downloaded
into the PicAxe20-M2 device using the following additional
hardware. You will need a 3.5mm Stereo Jack, some cable
and a db9 connector if you choose a serial communication
cable. If you choose a PicAxe-028 cable, you will need to
purchase one. If you have chosen to buy the kit I
mentioned above, you will have the USB cable included
there.
Should you choose to do this entirely by yourself, you will need to do the
following. On your prototyping board, you will need to add the following
circuit.
Note that the Serial In and Serial Out on the image above correspond to pins
2 and 19 of your PicAxe20-M2 respectively. The stereo jack can be any type
you wish as long as it is a PC mounting one. If you choose to build your own
cable for a serial port, use the diagram above and connect the pins on the
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db9 as shown to corresponding pins on the stereo plug. Be sure to add the resistors shown to allow
programming of your PicAxe.
When you have that done, it’s time to control something in the real world. For your first program,
you will need an LED and a 330Ohm resistor. Using the following circuit which can be easily added
on a prototype board. Be sure to use the 330Ohm resistor or you will damage your PicAxe chip.
After you install both the PicAxe Editor 6 and the appropriate cable driver for your system then you
will be able to begin writing programs for your PicAxe system. After connecting a series resistor to your board on pin 4 as
shown above, we can write our first program. Your cable driver will match both your computer operating system and your
cable type. If you use a serial cable, your driver is already installed in Windows XT, 7 and 8. The PicAxe-027 has a driver that
you can download from the PicAxe site. Just follow the directions in the installation instructions and all will be fine.
After you call up the PicAxe Editor 6, enter the following code in BASIC to control the LED. In BASIC, anything following a
semicolon is a comment and is ignored. The image below is a screen capture of the Integrated Device Environment of PicAxe
Editor 6 along with the BASIC program to blink the LEDs.
Line by line, here is what is happening in the program.
main
high b.4
pause 1000
low b.4
pause 1000
goto main

In the above program the words high, low, pause and goto are reserved words used by the program to case your little slave
to do things in a specific order. In our case here you turn on the LED, wait for 1 second, turn off the LED, wait for 1 second,
jump back to the beginning and start over. Thus, your computer program executes in order until it reaches a jump.
You should now have a blinking LED which will stay on for 1 second and go off for one second forever. This rudimentary
program has no exit so it will loop as long as there is power applied. When this article continues in part 2, you will learn to do
some additional things including sensing inputs and making decisions based on those inputs. In the next article we will
develop a fully operational traffic signal and change its function after we apply “sunset” to the area around it. Using a
photosensitive device, we will either have normal traffic operation or flashing red in one direction with flashing yellow in the
other. We will also allow all directions red or yellow flashing. This should cover most municipalities’ patterns.
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Traverser Controlled by an Arduino - Part 2
By Paul Redhead (M3685)
Introduction
Since writing Part 1 development of the traverser has continued and currently the
traverser is available for operational use although at the moment only four of the
eight roads are laid as can be seen in Figure 6 (figure numbering continues from
Part 1).
In this second part I’ll provide more detailed information about
● the Arduino configuration and hardware;
● Arduino software
● the traverser mechanics.

Arduino configuration
Arduino I/O
The Arduino UNO has 14 digital I/O pins and 6 analogue input pins. Some of these connectors have additional capabilities
and some I/O shields have to use specific pins for their interface, thereby restricting these pins’ usage for other purposes.
Before embarking on any moderately complex project it’s essential to plan how the I/O pins will be used to ensure that there
are enough for your purposes and to resolve any potential conflicts before they occur. Table 1 shows the pin allocation for
this project.
Note that the Ethernet shield has to use specific pins for its SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) bus. It also has an SD™ card
slot, and pin 4 has to be reserved for this even if not using the SD™ card. I’ve used the analogue pins for the LCD as I have
no requirement for analogue inputs and they have digital capability too. The numbers in the LCD column refer to the LCD
panel pin numbers. As there’s no need to read back from the LCD, its R/W pin is strapped to ground.
Pins 0 to 3 are intentionally free. Pin 1 is useful in the development environment, as when configured as a serial port, its
output is available on the USB interface and can be used to display diagnostic messages on the host PC. There is an example
of this later in the article. Pin 0 can be used to receive serial data, for example, from an RFID reader, which I intend to
experiment with in the future. Pins 2 and 3 can be linked to interrupt service routines in your application.

Stepper Motor Electronics
I’ve used a 2-phase bipolar stepper motor. This has two windings 90 degrees out of phase. Typically, for this type of motor,
both windings are energised continuously. This is known as full step drive. The windings don’t have centre taps so the driver
circuitry has to be able to reverse the flow of current through the windings in order to step the motor. For this I’ve used an
H-bridge module from 4tronix, which is based on the L298 chip. This can be seen in the Part I Figure 5. The module has
four TTL level inputs, which control four push-pull outputs at the power level required by the motor (e.g. up to 30V supply
and a maximum power dissipation of 25W). Each winding is connected across two of the outputs as shown in Fig 7.
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In order to drive the motor the inputs are sequenced as in the following table. Reversing
the sequence reverses the direction of rotation.
Step
1
2
3
4

In1
Low
High
High
Low

In2
High
Low
Low
High

In3
Low
High
High
Low

In4
Low
Low
High
High

The Arduino Proto Shield
In addition to the Ethernet Shield I’ve used a ‘Proto Shield’. As the name suggests the
‘Proto shield’ is intended for prototyping and one-off developments. It’s supplied as a bare
board, with provision for mounting an SMD chip and a dual-in-line chip. The rest of the
board has through-plated holes and pads available for discrete components etc. I’ve used
the proto shield for three purposes.
The LCD module data pins are directly connected to Arduino pins as shown in Table 1, however there are a couple of discrete
components: a potentiometer to adjust the LCD contrast level and a ballast resistor for the backlight LED. These are
mounted on the proto shield along with male header strips so I can use a female-to-female ribbon cable for the
interconnection.
Another proto shield component is to provide for additional inputs including the MERG Kit 56 block detector. For this I’ve
used one of the shift registers left over from the Kit 56 detector circuits to multiplex eight static inputs along with a shift
register input from the external Kit 56. There are pull up resistors on the static inputs and, as before, the external
connections are to male header strips.
You may have noticed that the stepper electronics module has four inputs whereas in Table 2 only two pins are allocated to
the stepper motor. The explanation for this is as follows. From Table 2 you can see that In2 is always the inverse of In1 and
In4 is always the inverse of In3. I’ve taken advantage of this to save two pins on the Arduino by using inverting buffers on
the proto shield to invert the signals for In1 and In3. The buffer used is a 74HCT04 hex inverting buffer. Unused inputs are
tied to ground.
The schematic for the proto shield is shown in Figure 8. Simple pass through links, e.g. LCD data connections, have been
omitted for clarity.

Figure 9 on the next page shows the physical layout. The original for this is a spread-sheet with square cells so that cells can
be used for the through-plated holes and standard Arduino pins. The SMD mount area is unused. The shift register is on the
dual-in-line pad and the buffer is using basic through plated holes as are the other components.
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Software Implementation
I’ve used software from a variety of sources for this
project. The Arduino development environment comes
complete with a number of standard software libraries
and sketches demonstrating their use. The libraries can
be included in your sketch by selecting them in the
option. I’ve used the
standard libraries for Ethernet, Liquid Crystal and SPI.
The first two of these are self-explanatory. The SPI
library is a common library needed for any shield that
uses the SPI bus, e.g. the Ethernet shield. When you
select a library its header file is automatically added to
your sketch, e.g.
#include <Ethernet.h>
#include <LiquidCrystal.h>

In addition to the standard libraries the Arduino website
provides access to a number of ‘Contributed Libraries’.
These have to be downloaded separately and installed.
The Arduino website contains advice on how to do this.
I’ve used one library in this category. It’s called MsTimer2 and provides access to the microcontroller chip’s timer 2 at
millisecond granularity.
The Arduino website has a full catalogue of the standard and contributed libraries as well as comprehensive information on
their use.
Finally to avoid having a monolithic lump of code in my top level
sketch I’ve implemented four of my own libraries. These are:
● JsonCon – this manages the connection to JMRI,
assembling messages to be sent and parsing
received messages to extract required
information.
● DevMan – this manages the logical devices that
map on their equivalents within JMRI. There is
an internal logical device for every turnout and
sensor that’s managed over the JMRI connection.
● Sensor – this reads the inputs via the shift
register and updates the sensor information
accordingly.
● Traverser – this drives the stepper motor
following instructions received from JMRI.
The overall software design is shown in Figure 10.
There’s more information about the JsonCon and Traverser
libraries below.

The JSON connection manager
The Arduino application attaches to JMRI JSON server as a client and the manager application has to open the connection,
format messages to be sent to JMRI and parse messages received. There are Arduino libraries available to assist in
assembling and parsing JSON formatted messages, but because these have to deal with JSON messages in a general and
comprehensive way, they tend to be expensive in terms of code size and data memory requirements. To overcome this
problem I’ve implemented my own code for this, which can be more closely tailored to my requirements. For example, the
formal definition of JSON allows for a JSON object to contain nested objects as values within it. In theory this nesting can
continue to any depth, but I know from looking at the JSON messages generated by JMRI, that the messages I’m interested
in are only nested 1 deep, so that’s all my parser deals with.
Handling JSON Messages
On opening a new connection to the JMRI JSON server, the server will generate a ‘hello’ message as shown below and
captured using the JMRI JSON demonstration interface built into the web server.
{
"type": "hello",
"data": {
"JMRI": "3.10-r27895",
"json": "2.0",
"heartbeat": 13500,
"railroad": "My JMRI Railroad",
"node": "jmri-0021638212B6-3e268d0e"
}
}
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This message is typical of messages generated by JMRI and conforms to the description at www.json.org. The JSON object
is enclosed in braces on the first and last lines. The "type": "hello" name/value pair indicates that this is a ‘hello’ message
and the "data": {………} name/value pair carries the information as a nested object. It’s also common to find that there is
information included that we are not necessarily interested in and the parser can discard this immediately – e.g. the JSON
version information and node name.
The following table shows the names for the name/value pairs that the Arduino recognises.
Name
"data"
"type"
"name"
"state"

"JMRI"
"heartbeat"
"railroad"
"code"
"message"

Associated Value
A nested object containing data
The type of container object that the message carries. Recognised values are in the following table.
The name of the JMRI component – (e.g. the turnout or sensor name as assigned in JMRI)
The enumerated state of the turnout or sensor. Values of 2 and 4 indicate closed and thrown
(turnout) or inactive and active (sensor). 0 indicates unknown, but will be ignored if sent to
JMRI. As this is a number no quotes are used as illustrated for heartbeat.
JMRI version information
JMRI must receive a message within this time (mS) otherwise it will assume the connection is to
be closed. Again the value here is a numeric and so no quotes are used.
The railroad name as assigned in JMRI
The error code in an error response
The error message in an error response

The following table shows the type values.
Type value
Direction
"turnout"
Both

"sensor"

Both

"power"

Both

"ping"

->JMRI

"pong"
"hello"
"goodbye"
"error"

JMRI->
JMRI->
Both
JMRI->

Comment
When the Arduino sends a message of this type to JMRI, JMRI checks its turnout table for a turnout with the name and if not already done so a listener is set up. Note
that the Arduino has to initiate the listener for each of its turnouts by sending an
initial ‘turnout’ message. The listener will send a ‘turnout’ message when the turnout
status is changed within JMRI by the operator or for any other reason. If the message sets the turnout status to thrown, then traverser movement is initiated.
Similar to turnout, but as the physical sensors are on the Arduino messages updating the status are effectively ignored.
Similar to turnout, but JMRI sets up a listener for power automatically. An inbound initial message is not needed. Power here refers to track power i.e. DCC.
The Arduino must sent this message when the heartbeat timer expires otherwise
JMRI will close the connection
JMRI sends this to acknowledge the ping.
Sent when a client opens a new connection
Sent to close the link
An error response. E.g the inbound message referred to a nonexistent device
name or was badly constructed.

To give an idea of how this works in practice, the following message trace shows the effect of setting turnout 172 in JMRI. In
this configuration turnout 172 is the second of the block of 9 assigned to the traverser. Messages from JMRI are preceded
with <<, messages to JMRI >> and -- indicates the decoded object from JMRI after parsing.
<< {"type":"turnout","data":
{"name":"IT172","userName":null,"comment":"Traverser 2",
"inverted":false,"state":4}
}
-- type:turnout data!name:IT172 state:4
>> {"type":"turnout","data":{"name":"IT171","state":2}}
<< {"type":"turnout","data":
{"name":"IT171","userName":null,"comment":"Traverser 1",
"inverted":false,"state":2}}
-- type:turnout data!name:IT171 state:2
<< {"type":"turnout","data":
{"name":"IT171","userName":null,"comment":"Traverser 1",
"inverted":false,"state":2}}
-- type:turnout data!name:IT171 state:2
>> {"type":"turnout","data":{"name":"IT172","state":4}}
<< {"type":"turnout","data":
{"name":"IT172","userName":null,"comment":"Traverser 2",
"inverted":false,"state":4}}
-- type:turnout data!name:IT172 state:4
>> {"type":"ping"}
<< {"type":"pong"}
-- type:pong
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The first message from JMRI is the instruction to throw turnout 172 (i.e. change the state to 4). This is then decoded,
ignoring information such as the user name and comment. The next message is to JMRI, and informs it that the previously
thrown turnout 171 is now closed (state 2). This is the Arduino application enforcing rule that only one turnout may be
thrown at any time as mentioned in Part 1,
. This is then reflected back by JMRI, although I’m
not certain why it does this twice. Then when the movement is complete, the Arduino application tells JMRI that turnout 172
is thrown, which JMRI then acknowledges. Finally the conversation becomes quiescent as can be seen from the ping/pong
exchange.
The trace was produced by debug code in the Arduino application printing to the Arduino serial port on pin 1. This is
available within the Arduino development environment via the USB interface and can be viewed using the built in Serial
Monitor. I encase debug code in #statements as shown in the following example which is inserted in the begin() subroutine.
#if DEBUG
Serial.begin(9600);

// connect debug output

#endif

This ensures that the debug code is only compiled if DEBUG is defined as true at the beginning of the file. I.e.
#define DEBUG true

Defining DEBUG as false instructs the complier to ignore all debug code, but means you can leave it in the source code in
case it needs to be re-activated later, as I did to create the above trace.

Arduino Interrupts
The structure of Arduino sketches is very straightforward and the user’s code following initialisation, normally runs
sequentially within the sketch’s loop function (shown as the circle arrow in Figure10) e.g
void loop()
{
// your code here
}

The problem with this structure is that if your application needs to synchronise with an external activity such as the traverser
movement, it cannot do anything else while waiting. Fortunately the Arduino provides an alternative, using what are known
as interrupts. Interrupts can be tied to internal or external events, in the case of the Arduino Uno either a change in state of
pins 2 or 3, or the expiry of an internal timer. When the ‘interrupt’ occurs, the normal flow of code is suspended, its context
being saved so that it can be seamlessly resumed at a later time. Control is then passed to what is known as the interrupt
service routine (ISR). This does whatever is necessary to deal with the interrupt and after its final statement, the previous
flow of code is resumed, blissfully unaware that it has been interrupted.
The following code example shows how the MsTimer2 library can be used to execute an interrupt service routine once a
millisecond.
#include <MsTimer2.h>
void setup() {
MsTimer2::set(1,timerISR); // call timerISR at 1 ms intervals
MsTimer2::start();

// start timer

}
void timerISR()
// ISR called once per millisecond
{
// statements executed once every millisecond
}

It’s critical for successful interrupt service routines that they are written to execute efficiently. If, for example, in this case
the routine takes longer than a millisecond to execute, the next interrupt will be lost resulting in potential ‘race’ conditions.
This means no use of wait() calls in the routine or similar.

Stepper Motor Driver
The stepper motor driver is implemented as part of the Traverser library. At the moment I’ve implemented a maximum speed
of 100 steps per second or 10 ms per step. This corresponds to 2 cm per second or a scale speed of about 6.7 mph. At this
speed it means that a full range movement will take about 12s.
The standard stepper motor library doesn’t return control to the calling code until the requested movement is complete, and
therefore if used simply, i.e. on the basis of one call per movement request, it is possible that application would not be able
to deal with other requests for up to 12 seconds. Also the weight of the traverser is about 3.5Kg without track or stock and
there is also a significant amount of friction in the drive and bearings. Therefore there could be a significant risk of slip in the
drive if accelerating from stationary to full speed in one step. For these reasons the Traverser library uses its own stepper
motor driver in preference to the standard library, addressing both these issues in its design, so that:
● there are acceleration and braking phases at each end of the traverser movement, and
● the application can deal with other tasks while the traverser is in motion.
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Another issue that I’ve had to allow for is that the direct drive, as described in Part 1 means that it is relatively easy to move
the traverser when the drive circuits are switched off. Therefore the application cannot rely on the traverser being in the
same position on power up as it was at power down. To save having to manually align the tracks at start up I’ve added a
feature to do this automatically.

Stepper motor logic – interrupt service routine
I use code similar to the interrupt service routine example above to call a routine in my stepper motor driver once every
millisecond. Writing code for an interrupt service routine requires a different approach and rather than having a serially
coded sequence of operations in ‘in-line’ code, the routine has to work out each time that it is called, what operation is
required. It does this by the use of ‘state’ variables, which persist (i.e. hold their values) between consecutive calls to the
routine. If these are local variables they must be declared as being ‘static’ as local variables will normally only exist while a
routine is executing. The motor driver has access to:
●
●
●
●
●

current position – where the traverser is at the moment counted in steps from the home position,
speed – how fast the traverser is moving at the moment,
target position – where the traverser is on route to also in steps from the home position,
timer count – when the traverser is in motion, the number of remaining timer ticks to stay at the current position.
Initialisation offset – the value that represents the motor input settings at position 0.

The driver logic is as follows:
1.

If the current position is the same as the target position and the speed is zero then the traverser is where it needs
to be and the ISR can terminate immediately.

2.

If the timer count is greater than 0 then there is no step needed on this call so the count is decremented and the
routine terminates. At the maximum speed it waits 10mS at each position, so this will be true on 9 out 10 calls.

3.

If the traverser is in the braking zone for the target position or going in the wrong direction, then the speed is
decremented, else if the speed is less than the maximum speed then the speed is incremented. Note that in this
usage speed is not linear, and is defined in terms of the distance along the acceleration or braking curve in steps.

4.

The timer count is set according to the speed, i.e. at the maximum speed, it is set to 9, so that the traverser stays
put at the next position for 9 ticks and moves again on the tenth. Also the higher the speed then the smaller the
value that the timer count is set to. The routine doesn’t attempt to work this out on the fly. The speed is used as
the index to a look up table that contains the timer counts for the different speeds. The table values are worked out
in a spread-sheet and hard coded in the Arduino application.

5.

The current position is updated, i.e. incremented or decremented by one step, as determined by the current
direction of motion.

6.

The stepper motor inputs are updated as required by taking the modulo 4 value of the current position allowing for
any offset identified during initialisation. In2 and In4 are then set as in table 2 for the step number, except that
step 4 values are used for a modulo 4 value of 0.

Although the above may seem complex, controlling the traverser is simple. When you want it to move, you update the target
position from within the normal flow of code to the appropriate value and the traverser will start to move accordingly on the
next interrupt. Because the target position is accessed by both normal level code and the ISR, it should be declared as being
‘volatile’. This ensures any access goes to the memory location allocated for the variable, rather than using a value that may
cached and potentially out of date. Additionally the target position can also be changed while the traverser is in motion.
That is the current command can be overridden if necessary – even if this means a change in direction.

Traverser position initialisation
As the traverser position is effectively unknown at start up, the
driver has to return the traverser to the home position before
operations can be started. Figure 8 shows the micro-switch
(centre) that detects when the traverser has reached the limit
of travel at the inner (least extended) end of movement. It has
been added since the Part 1 fig. 4 was taken and unlike fig. 4,
this view is the right way up. The micro-switch is wired so that
it is closed in normal operation, and any break in circuitry will
cause an ‘at limit’ error condition. I.e open is ‘at limit’ and
closed is not ‘at limit’. The micro-switch exhibits hysteresis and
the reference point for the home position is where the microswitch closes as the traverser moves away from the limit
position. The micro-switch is connected to the first input on
the shift register, and so it’s also available as a sensor input to
JMRI.
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The steps followed at start up are as follows:
1.

If ‘at limit’, move away from limit by 50 steps (~1 cm). The sensor should now register not ‘at limit’.

2.

Not ‘at limit’. Move towards limit sensor 5 steps (~1 mm) at a time until ‘at limit’. Move no more than 300 steps in
total. This is in case there is an electrical or mechanical problem.

3.

‘At limit’. Single step away from limit until not ‘at limit’.

4.

The traverser is now at the home position. That is step 0. The modulo 4 value of the step number in Table 2 that
corresponds to the current winding energisation pattern is saved so it can be used as an offset in normal operation.

If an error is detected in initialisation then user intervention is necessary to sort it out.

Local User Interface
Although the traverser can be controlled and monitored across
the interface using JRMI, I’ve found that it’s also useful to have
some local control. At the moment there’s the screen with a
push button and centre off spring loaded toggle switch. These
can be seen in the following figure, which shows the screen,
switches, Arduino electronics and occupancy detector in place
on the traverser board. The switches are wired through to the
shift register inputs.
The toggle switch can be used to nudge the traverser one track
position in either direction, but as traverser commands can be
amended while it’s in motion the switch can be used repeatedly
for longer traverses without waiting for the current command to
complete. The switches are positioned so that they can be
given soft ‘on screen’ labels, but at the moment, the code to
update the screen is spattered throughout the application,
which makes it difficult to take advantage of this and structure
the interface efficiently. This is to be remedied and enhanced.

Problems Encountered
In developing the JSON interface there were a couple of problems of note. The Arduino application tries to re-try to open the
connection to JMRI if it fails to connect at start up or later in operation. Its first action on receiving the ‘hello’ message is to
request status information for each of the sensors and turnouts. Initially I sent these without any flow control, but this
seems to cause data corruption somewhere, and I found the simplest solution was to enforce a conversational flow control.
Generally all messages to JMRI receive a response of some kind and the application now waits for a JMRI message after each
inbound message. The only exception to this is the ‘ping’ message which is sent when the heartbeat timer expires even if it
is not the Arduino’s turn. This ensures the conversation can continue even if an inbound message does not initiate a
response.
In a similar area, the receipt of a ‘hello’ message on opening the link means that JMRI is available, but it does not necessarily
mean that it is operationally ready. In particular turnouts and sensors have to be defined, which means that the JMRI panels
have to be loaded. If an item is undefined when referenced using the JSON interface an error response is received. At the
moment I get round this by starting JMRI and loading the panels first, or pressing the Arduino reset button to clear the error
conditions. A more elegant solution may be to check that the panel file has been loaded across the interface, for example, by
requesting a list of panels, but that’s in the future.

Conclusion
I’m generally happy with the outcome of this, my first Arduino project. There’s still work to be done, but conversely in
retrospect the main design decisions appear to be sound, although it would have been easier to use an integrated stepper
controller chip rather than developing my own driver.
I hope readers will find the information on Arduino design and the musings on traversers useful and be inspired by this to
develop their own projects. The project description I’ve provided here is not intended to be prescriptive and there’s plenty of
opportunity for doing things in different ways.
In the future I intend further Arduino projects. For example, extending the JSON interface to include signalling, can take
advantage of the JMRI signal mast information to exchange information on the aspect displayed as ‘proceed’, ‘caution’,
‘danger’ etc. rather than having to manipulate lights directly from JMRI.
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Servos, DCC & Arduinos
By Mark Riddoch (M1118)

F

or some time now I have been thinking about ways to make things other than the locomotives move on my layouts. Radio
Control servos have become an accepted way to control the points and semaphore signals, but we could use them for
more if we had a good way to integrate the proportional control of them into our control systems. Currently MERG have with
the servo4 and CANServo8 that allow us to have two position actuators. The Sema4 allows bounce to be simulated but if you
want to animate a crane we probably want more than just the ability to set two points and have the crane move between
them. We can use custom devices like the simple servo testers to do better with positioning, but it means a separate set of
controls for your animated devices, is that what we really want?

Proportional Servo Movement
The first thing I thought about was to have a dockside crane that I could swing the jib and wind the hook up and down. I
embarked on modifying a CANServo8 to take position information messages rather than just binary ON/OFF events. I also
started to convert a CANACE8 to be a CAN A/D convertor so that I could use a set of pots to send CBUS events that would
move the servo to a particular position. This all seemed great, but I still needed separate controls, although it used the same
bus wiring. What if I wanted to do something that was rail mounted, CBUS would not help me. Why not put something
together that would work for both static items, like the dock side crane, and also mobile devices, e.g. a break down crane.
Could I make use of existing controls to do this? My thoughts turned to using DCC for controlling the servos.
Attempt number one was simply to use the setting of the speed knob to control the absolute position: setting the speed to
50% would cause the servo to move to 50%. That works fine, but has the disadvantage that when you switch to another
device, e.g. your locomotive, you have to turn the speed down. Switching back to your servo then ends up with a “jump”,
since it is very hard to set the speed position accurately to what it was previously. Also I wanted to be able to have several
servos in one device, so having just a single speed setting set the servo would mean I would need a decoder per servo - this
is starting to get large, especially as I model in 4mm.
The second attempt, and the one which I will describe in more detail here, was to use the speed control still, instead of the
speed control setting an absolute position, I would use it to control the speed of the servo movement. I built a decoder that
has 3 CV values per decoder: a start position, an end position and a time to move between those two positions. Setting the
direction to be forward and turning up the speed control would cause the servo to start moving between the start position
and the end position. The speed at which it moved was determined by the speed setting on the controller, setting a speed of
50% would result in the servo moving at half the defined speed, i.e. it would take twice the time programmed in the CV to
move all the way from the start to end position. Setting the speed to zero would cause the servo to stop at whatever the
current position was. Changing to the backwards direction would cause the servo to move from whatever the current position
is towards the start position.
This gave me control to set the servo to any position between the programmed start and end position and have it stop. It
also allowed the speed at which the servo moved to be varied from zero to the pre-defined maximum. The issue of multiple
servos was addressed by using the function keys to define which servo to move. Turn on function 0 and the first servo would
move, turn it off and that servo would stop, regardless of the current speed setting. Switching on function 1 would mean
that the speed and direction setting was applied to the second servo and so on. Multiple functions could be on at once,
meaning that multiple servos could be moved at once.
I built a prototype using an Arduino, since the DCC library and servo library are freely available and it is a very simple and
quick platform for doing this sort of prototyping. I took my prototype along to the Thames Valley Area meeting at Grazeley
and showed my attempts to the rest of the members. There was a reasonable amount of interest. We had already done an
Arduino tutorial evening on driving servos, and it was agreed that it would be good to do something similar for this DCC
application of servos. We timetabled two evenings as workshop evenings so we could all build a version of this and hopefully
share some experiences and knowledge.

DCC Interface Board
The first of these evenings was about building the hardware component;
not much was required for the Arduino, just the interface to enable it to
receive the DCC packets and to send acknowledgements back to the
command station. Here I cheated and just extracted the front end optoisolator circuit from the MERG accessory decoders. We did not worry about
powering the Arduino and servos from the DCC bus. In this prototype the
Arduino would be powered from the USB connector that was used to
program it. The power for the servos would come from the Arduino
onboard regulator. Fortunately one of our members, Dave Ingoldby, was
adept at etching PCBs and agreed to etch enough PCBs and make up kits
so that everybody who was interested could build an interface.
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A month later we have 20 kits and a room full of people ready to start assembling a DCC interface board for the Arduino.
Assembly went well and by the tea break just about everybody had assembled a kit and we were ready to start testing them.
Amazingly all but 1 interface board worked first time. With that we called it a successful evening and retired ready for part 2
of the workshop. This time we had a room full of people with laptops, various DCC systems, Arduino boards and the interface
boards we had previously made. Rather than simply go straight in with the final code I had come up with I decided it would
probably be more beneficial for everybody, including me, to go through the stages I had with the Arduino DCC library known as NmraDcc. If nothing else it was good for me since it reinforced what I had learnt on the way and hopefully it would
help others in the group as well.

DCC “hello word”
Once everybody had the Arduino IDE installed and copies of the required libraries we started with the DCC library equivalent
of “hello world”, a simple Arduino Sketch that would print the details of the speed control setting DCC packet. The first step
was the initialization of the DCC Library. This consisted of
#include <NmraDcc.h>
/*
defining the two Arduino pins that were connected to the
* DCC Example 1
*
* Print all speed control packets for DCC address 3
interface boards we had previously made and calling the init
*/
NmraDcc Dcc;
method in the NmraDcc library. In our case the connection
DCC_MSG Packet;
const int DccAckPin = 3;
from pin 6 of U1 was connected to the digital pin 2 on the
const int DccInPin = 2;
Arduino and the R3 connection was attached to pin 3 of the
void setup()
{
Arduino. The 5 volts and 0 Volts of the interface circuit where
Serial.begin(9600);
connected to the 5V and GND pins on the Arduino.
// Configure the DCC CV Programing ACK pin as an output
The NmraDcc library is written so that it has a “loop” routine
that must be called periodically in order for the DCC packets
to be processed. This is achieved by simply calling the
Dcc.process method within the Arduino loop function.

pinMode(DccAckPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(DccAckPin, LOW);
// Setup which External Interrupt, the Pin it's associated with
that we're
// using and enable the Pull-Up
Dcc.pin(0, DccInPin, 1);
// Call the main DCC Init function to enable the DCC Receiver
Dcc.init(MAN_ID_DIY, 10, FLAGS_OUTPUT_ADDRESS_MODE, 0);
}

void loop()
{
// You MUST call the NmraDcc.process() method frequently from
// the Arduino loop() function for correct library operation
Dcc.process();
}

This gets everything setup to process DCC packets but it
doesn’t give a way to see what those packets are. The
NmraDcc library uses template functions to effectively provide
callbacks to the user code when DCC events are received. In
the case of the DCC speed packet defining a function with the
name notifyDccSpeed will be called whenever a DCC speed
packet is received. Our “hello world” example merely printed
the information we received to the serial port, the serial port
monitor function of the Arduino IDE allows us to view the
information printed.
Although a simple example, it gave insight into the way speed
is represented in DCC and how DCC systems deal with sending
data, i.e. the periodic sending of speed packets even when the
speed is not changed. We also had the first building block for
our servo decoder.

DCC Functions
The second exercise was to look at the way the function buttons were translated into DCC packets. The basic setup and loop
were identical to the first example. A new routine, notifyDccFunc, was added to receive the DCC function packet data.
/*
*
Called with the speed, direction and number of speed steps whenever
*
a DCC speed packet is received
*/
void notifyDccSpeed( uint16_t Addr, uint8_t Speed, uint8_t ForwardDir, uint8_t SpeedSteps )
{
// If the address is not 3 then simply return
// Comment this out to have all addresses printed
if (Addr != 3)
return;
Serial.print("DCC Speed ");
Serial.print(Speed,DEC);
Serial.print(" Addr ");
Serial.print(Addr, DEC);
Serial.print(" ForwardDir ");
Serial.print(ForwardDir, HEX);
Serial.print(" SpeedSteps ");
Serial.println(SpeedSteps, DEC);
}

This example was much more revealing of some aspects of
the history of DCC, the way in which the numbers of
functions available have evolved over time. There are two
interesting parameters to this call other than the obvious
one of address: FuncNum and FuncState. Most people
expected the FuncNum to the selected function and the
FuncState to be on or off. This is not the case. The
FuncNum parameter is used to select a “bank” of functions,
and the FuncState is a bitmap that represents the state of
the functions within that bank.

A value of 1 in FuncNum represents F0, F1, F2, F3 and F4, with bit 4 representing the state of F0. If bit 4 is set then F0 is on
and if bit 4 is clear then F0 is off. F1 is represented by bit 0, F2 by bit 1, F3 by bit 2 and F4 by bit 3. The reason for the
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slightly strange bit encoding dates back to before the function packets where introduced and there was merely a lighting
function bit in the loco speed packet. A value of 2 in FuncNum represents F5 to F12.

A First Servo Decoder
This gave us the building blocks for the DCC side of the program, so we progressed to the servo side. I had already taken the
standard Arduino servo library and wrapped it into another library that provided an interface that had a similar init and loop
philosophy to the NmraDcc library.
Arduino libraries are basically C++ classes. I created a class with a constructor that
took the Arduino pin to which the servo was connected, a start and end angle and
time in seconds to move between those angles at maximum speed. As with the
NmraDcc library, the loop method of this class should be called regularly to allow the
servo to move smoothly.

class DCCServo {
private:
...
public:
DCCServo(int, int, int, unsigned int);
void loop();
void setSpeed(int, boolean);
void setActive(boolean);
void setStart(int);
void setEnd(int);
void setTravelTime(int);
};

The setSpeed method is called to set the speed at which the servo should move, as a
percentage of the
DCCServo *servo1, *servo2, *servo3;
const int servoPin = 9;
maximum speed defined in the constructor and also the
void setup()
direction of travel.
{
Serial.begin(9600);
// Configure the DCC CV Programing ACK pin for an output
pinMode(DccAckPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(DccAckPin, LOW);
// Setup which External Interrupt, the Pin it's associated with that
// we're using and enable the Pull-Up
Dcc.pin(0, DccInPin, 1);
// Call the main DCC Init function to enable the DCC Receiver
Dcc.init(MAN_ID_DIY, 10, FLAGS_OUTPUT_ADDRESS_MODE, 0);
// Create the 3 instances of the DCCServo class that represents
// each of the servos we control. The arguments are the pin number,
// two limits of travel and the time in seconds to move between them
// at 100% velocity
servo1 = new DCCServo(servoPin,
10, 130, 30);
servo2 = new DCCServo(servoPin + 1, 20, 80, 10);
servo3 = new DCCServo(servoPin + 2, 0, 90, 60);
}

The setActive method is used to connect and disconnect the
servo, which allows the servo to be stopped and the control
signal removed from the servo to prevent any servo jitter or
twitching.
The setStart, setEnd and setTravelTime methods are used to
update the values passed to the constructor for the angles
and travel time. These come into play later. The next example
was the first time we actually started to get the servos to
move under DCC control. We updated our setup routine to
create 3 instances of the DCCServo class.

In this example the three servos were preset to move between 10 and 130 degrees in 30 seconds, 20 and 80 degrees in 10
seconds and 0 to 90 degrees in 60 seconds. The servos are wired with the 5V and 0V lines (red and black on some servos)
connected to the Arduino 5V and GND connections. The white control lines of each servo are then connected to digital pins 9,
10 and 11 of the Arduino board.
The notifyDCCSpeed routine was replaced with one that
calculated the current speed as a percentage and called the
setSpeed method of each of the servos with this speed
percentage and the forward/reverse flag. A value of 0 in the
ForwardDir argument represents reverse direction and 0x80
is used to indicate forwards movement.
The notifyDccFunc routine was also replaced with one that
would set servo1, servo2 and servo3 active or inactive based
on the current setting of F0, F1 and F2 functions.
/*
* Update the active status of each of the servos based on the functions
* that are enabled.
*/
void notifyDccFunc( uint16_t Addr, uint8_t FuncNum, uint8_t FuncState)
{
/* Respond only to address 3 */
if (Addr != 3)
return;
if (FuncNum != 1)
return;
if (FuncState & 0x10)
servo1->setActive(true);
else
servo1->setActive(false);
if (FuncState & 0x01)
servo2->setActive(true);
else
servo2->setActive(false);
if (FuncState & 0x02)
servo3->setActive(true);
else
servo3->setActive(false);

/*
* Work out the current speed percentage and direction and update each of the
* servos with this data
*/
void notifyDccSpeed( uint16_t Addr, uint8_t Speed, uint8_t ForwardDir, uint8_t
SpeedSteps )
{
/* Only respond to address 3 */
if (Addr != 3)
return;
int percentage = ((Speed - 1) * 100) / SpeedSteps;
servo1->setSpeed(percentage, ForwardDir != 0);
servo2->setSpeed(percentage, ForwardDir != 0);
servo3->setSpeed(percentage, ForwardDir != 0);
}

Finally we updated the loop function so that each of the servo
object’s loop methods are called in addition to the
NmraDcc.process method.
void loop()
{
Dcc.process();
// Call the loop functions for each of the servos
servo1->loop();
servo2->loop();
servo3->loop();
}

Putting all the pieces together, we had a DCC decoder that
could drive the three servos between the compiled in angles,
}
stop the servos at any angle between the end points for that
servo and control which servos are moved when. What is
missing to make this a usable servo decoder is the ability to
set the end points, speed and address via the DCC system, i.e. programing via CV’s.
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Programming CVs
A number of steps are involved in making the decoder work with CV values. Firstly an
internal storage structure is created and #define’s written for all of the CV numbers that
apply to this decoder.
The next step was to create
a set of “factory defaults”
for the CV, in this example
we used the values we had
previously hardwired into
the setup routine.

The setup routine was modified so that the servo
instances are created with the values in the CV’s
rather than the hardwired values. Also the flags
passed in the Dcc init routine are changed to
include FLAGS_MY_ADDRESS_ONLY, which
means that the notify functions will now only be
called for the DCC address set in our CV, either in
CV1 or in the extended address in CV17 and CV18,
the setting of CV29 defines if extended addressing is in use.
/*
* Setup routine called on startup of the decoder
*/
void setup()
{
Serial.begin(9600);

// CV Storage structure
struct CVPair
{
uint16_t CV;
uint8_t
Value;
};
/*
* The CVs that are used for servos
*/
#define CV_S0LIMIT0
10
#define CV_S0LIMIT1
11
#define CV_S0TRAVEL
12
#define CV_S1LIMIT0
13
#define CV_S1LIMIT1
14
#define CV_S1TRAVEL
15
#define CV_S2LIMIT0
20
#define CV_S2LIMIT1
21
#define CV_S2TRAVEL
22

/*
* The factory default CV values
*/
CVPair FactoryDefaultCVs [] =
{
{CV_MULTIFUNCTION_EXTENDED_ADDRESS_LSB, 3},
{CV_MULTIFUNCTION_EXTENDED_ADDRESS_MSB, 0},
{CV_MULTIFUNCTION_PRIMARY_ADDRESS, 3},
{CV_VERSION_ID, DCCSERVO_VERSION_ID},
{CV_MANUFACTURER_ID, MAN_ID_DIY},
{CV_S0LIMIT0, 10},
{CV_S0LIMIT1, 80},
{CV_S0TRAVEL, 20},
{CV_S1LIMIT0, 30},
{CV_S1LIMIT1, 110},
{CV_S1TRAVEL, 10},
{CV_S2LIMIT0, 30},
{CV_S2LIMIT1, 110},
{CV_S2TRAVEL, 10},
{CV_29_CONFIG, 0},
};

To add the mechanism to accept new CV values, there are two
things required: a method to send the acknowledge to the
command station and a routine that actions the changes to
the CV values. These are both done using notify functions.

// Configure the DCC CV Programing ACK pin for an output
pinMode(DccAckPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(DccAckPin, LOW);
// Setup which External Interrupt, the Pin it's associated with that
// we're using and enable the Pull-Up
Dcc.pin(0, DccInPin, 1);
// Call the main DCC Init function to enable the DCC Receiver
Dcc.init(MAN_ID_DIY, 10,
FLAGS_MY_ADDRESS_ONLY|FLAGS_OUTPUT_ADDRESS_MODE, 0);

// This function is called by the NmraDcc library
// when a DCC ACK needs to be sent
// Calling this function should cause an increased 60ma current drain
// on the power supply for 6ms to ACK a CV Read
void notifyCVAck(void)
{
digitalWrite( DccAckPin, HIGH );
delay( 6 );
digitalWrite( DccAckPin, LOW );
}

// Create the instances of the servos, initialise the limits and travel
// times from the CV values
servo1 = new DCCServo(servoPin, Dcc.getCV(CV_S0LIMIT0),
Dcc.getCV(CV_S0LIMIT1), Dcc.getCV(CV_S0TRAVEL));
servo2 = new DCCServo(servoPin + 1, Dcc.getCV(CV_S1LIMIT0),
Dcc.getCV(CV_S1LIMIT1), Dcc.getCV(CV_S1TRAVEL));
servo3 = new DCCServo(servoPin + 2, Dcc.getCV(CV_S2LIMIT0),
Dcc.getCV(CV_S2LIMIT1), Dcc.getCV(CV_S2TRAVEL));

DCC is essentially a unidirectional system, with data being sent
from the command station to the decoders, or at least it has
been until recently with the advent of Railcom for transmitting
}
data in the opposite direction. Decoder programing does not
use Railcom, it uses the much more primitive mechanism by which the command station monitors a change in the current
draw from the decoder to receive data from the decoder. The command station looks for an increase of at least 60mA for a
period of 6ms to represent a single acknowledge bit.
Using the interface board that we built in the first session, this is achieved
by turning on the DccAckPin that causes the transistor Q1 to turn on and
current to flow through the 100ohm resistor. You may have wondered why
when you program a loco decoder that the motor gets pulsed, this is simply
the decoder sending acknowledge bits back for the programming sequence
and the CV read back. Normal locomotive decoders can use the motor as a
way to alter the current draw of the decoder. In our case, since the Arduino
and servos are not powered from the DCC bus, we have to use the optoisolator to drive track voltage through the resistor in order to increase the
current draw on the DCC side of the isolator circuitry.
The NmraDcc library notifies us of changes to the values of CVs using the
same notify function mechanism. The function notifyCVChange is called
whenever the decoder is sent a new CV value by the command station. In
our case we then call the appropriate function in the servo instance that is
being updated. Changing CV12 will change the time it takes for the first
servo to move between the two end points, hence it calls the setTravelTime
for the servo1 object.
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/*
* Called to notify a CV value has been changed
*/
void notifyCVChange( uint16_t CV, uint8_t value)
{
Dcc.setCV(CV, value);
switch (CV)
{
case CV_S0LIMIT0:
servo1->setStart(value);
break;
case CV_S0LIMIT1:
servo1->setEnd(value);
break;
case CV_S0TRAVEL:
servo1->setTravelTime(value);
break;
case CV_S1LIMIT0:
servo2->setStart(value);
break;
case CV_S1LIMIT1:
servo2->setEnd(value);
break;
case CV_S1TRAVEL:
servo2->setTravelTime(value);
break;
case CV_S2LIMIT0:
servo3->setStart(value);
break;
case CV_S2LIMIT1:
servo3->setEnd(value);
break;
case CV_S2TRAVEL:
servo3->setTravelTime(value);
break;
case CV_MULTIFUNCTION_PRIMARY_ADDRESS:
MyAddress = value;
break;
}
}
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When the NmraDcc library sees a factory reset event for the decoder, a write to CV8, it calls the special notify function,
notifyCVResetFactoryDefault. This notify call cannot directly set the values for all the CVs, this must be done one CV at a time
with the DCC objects process method being called.
/*
* A factory reset is required. Called on first run if the NVRAM does not
* contain valid CV values
*/
void notifyCVResetFactoryDefault()
{
// Make FactoryDefaultCVIndex non-zero and equal to num CV's to be reset
// to flag to the loop() function that a reset to Factory Defaults needs to be
done
FactoryDefaultCVIndex = sizeof(FactoryDefaultCVs)/sizeof(CVPair);
}

The variable FactoryDefaultCVIndex is set to the number of
CVs that need to be set for the factory to complete. The loop
routine is modified to call setCV on each of the CVs that
need to be set and decrementing FactoryDefaultCVIndex on
each call.
/*
* Loop function, this is the main body of the code and is called repeatedly
* in order to do whatever processing is required.
*/
void loop()
{
// Execute the DCC process frequently in order to ensure
// the DCC signal processing occurs
Dcc.process();
/* Check to see if the default CV values are required */
if( FactoryDefaultCVIndex && Dcc.isSetCVReady())
{
FactoryDefaultCVIndex--; // Decrement first as initially it is the
// size of the array
Dcc.setCV( FactoryDefaultCVs[FactoryDefaultCVIndex].CV,
FactoryDefaultCVs[FactoryDefaultCVIndex].Value);
}

With all these components in place we now had a DCC decoder
that could not only drive the servos as described but which
also let us set the decoder address, servo end points and
speed via conventional CV programing, either on a
programming track or using “programming on the main”.

// Now call the loop method for every DCCServo instance
servo1->loop();
servo2->loop();
servo3->loop();
}

Other Devices
As an extension to the workshop and because a number of people had purchased Arduino starter kits from eBay that included
a stepper motor and shield to control it, I wrote another library, with a similar interface to the DCCServo library that would
allow a stepper motor to be driven rather than a servo.
The public interface to the stepper motor library is shown below and is slightly simpler than that required for the servo. There
is no start and end position, just a maximum speed defined in revolutions per minute.
In this case the constructor is passed the four pins to which
the stepper motor shield was attached and a default value
for the maximum RPM value of the stepper motor. To use a
stepper motor rather than a servo, the setup routine needs
to be altered to call the correct constructor, the notify
routines for the speed and function buttons call the setSpeed
in this new object and the stepper loop function is called
rather than the servo loop function. It is actually a lot easier than is suggested. One member of the group very quickly had a
variant of the decoder that could drive two servos and one stepper motor. Proving the versatility of the approach and the
ease with which custom decoders could be created.
class DCCStepper {
private:
...
public:
DCCStepper(int, int, int, int, int, int);
void loop();
void setSpeed(int, boolean);
void setActive(boolean);
void setRPM(int);
};

As an exercise to illustrate how versatile the approach is and
how cheaply solutions can be put together I rounded the
evening off by showing a prototype sound decoder based on
the same interface card, libraries and Arduinos. I found a
library that could play WAV files from an SD card and a cheap
microSD card adapter for use with the Arduino. In all I put
together a very simple, low quality sound decoder that could
be controlled via the DCC system with one evenings work and
£10 worth of parts. Although not usable as it stood, with some
more work and a few improvements on the audio side I think
it could become a viable option for creating DCC controlled
sound effects.
All the code shown here is available freely online, my example
code and libraries can be found on GitHub,
https://github.com/M1118. The NmraDcc library is also
available online, on the http://mrrwa.org website. I found this
a useful exercise in understanding more about how DCC works, but more than that I can see this being a practical solution to
controlling the likes of cranes and other animated objects on the layout.
Several different Arduino models have been used by the group, including a number of cheap clones purchased from eBay.
Arduino mini and nano clones can be purchased for £2 or less and are small enough to consider installing within our models,
at least for 4mm and larger scales, if you don’t want to consider buying Arduino processors and making your own PCBs. I
have been considering the possibility of creating a “DCC decoder core” with the interface for the DCC bus, power supplies for
the Arduino and the Arduino chip itself on a single, probably surface mount board that could be used as a flexible platform for
DIY decoder building.
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.NET Part 1
By James Thorpe (M3199)

I

n the following series of articles I plan on providing an introduction to the .NET Framework, starting with what .NET
actually is, from the underlying standards and infrastructure through to some language features and techniques for
producing reliable, maintainable code. In this first article, I talk about the different components of the framework and how
they fit together within the .NET ecosystem.

What is .NET?
.NET is a framework which allows for the creation of software using a variety of programming languages. Rather than
compiling directly to machine code, .NET programs are instead executed within a software environment specified by the
Common Language Infrastructure (CLI). Originally designed by Microsoft to run on Windows based systems, it has since
been standardised by the ECMA and ported to other environments, such as Linux and Macs. Software produced using .NET
can be applied in a wide range of scenarios, including command line programs, GUIs, services and web based applications.
When working directly with hardware such as PICs or Arduinos, generally your code is the only thing executing on the device,
and therefore you (and/or your compiler) have complete control over what is happening, including precisely which parts of
memory are allocated to specific items of data, and when and how you can access a piece of hardware. This is not the case
when running inside a multitasking operating system (OS) such as Windows - the OS is entirely responsible for allocating
resources such as hardware or memory and deciding when various tasks should run. Instead, you typically ask for resources
(such as memory) from the OS, and also inform the OS when you are done with them. In both these situations (direct
hardware control, and logical memory addresses in an OS), you must be extremely careful about accessing the memory, and
ensure each and every byte is used for the right purpose. .NET makes this easy, by introducing another layer in memory
management.

Managed
.NET is a Managed Environment, where one meaning of "managed" is memory management. .NET programs do not ask the
operating system for memory allocations, instead they just create objects as they need them, and the .NET framework will
provide the memory needed, itself requesting it from the OS when necessary. .NET also has a Garbage Collector, so you
don't need to worry about ensuring you always release memory back when done with it. The Garbage Collector monitors the
system resources, and when it decides it's time to release memory, it will do so. It does this by starting at the root of your
application, and walking the tree of referenced objects. If an object no longer has any active references to it, it is marked for
collection, and will be freed up by the Garbage Collector. Because objects are removed in this non-deterministic fashion,
there is a concept of "disposable" objects for situations in which you need to deterministically free unmanaged (ie non .NET,
or native) resources, such as locks on a file or closing a socket (used for communication with other devices) - these will be
covered in a future article. Other items are also managed for you and not necessarily exposed at the OS level - for example
a .NET application might have a number of logical threads (independent sets of instructions) running, but the hosting process
may actually have far fewer.
Note the use of the word "reference" rather than "pointer" - references are much the same as traditional pointers, in that
they hold the position of an object, however you shouldn't think of them as having a fixed numeric value, as the runtime can
and does move objects around in memory as needed, for example to compact it down to free up larger contiguous spaces.
Objects and Classes
I've been talking about objects - what are these? In the context of a .NET program, everything is an object. .NET is an
Object Orientated environment, that allows single-class inheritance, and multiple interface inheritance (we'll cover these
topics in other articles). An Object is a representation of a piece of data, or a logical collection of data, and methods that use
that data. A class is the code definition of what an object looks like and how it behaves - objects are run-time instances of
these classes. In .NET, because everything is an object, ultimately everything inherits from the Object class, including the
basic primitive types such as integers (eg System.Int32 / System.Int64) and booleans (System.Boolean); if you don't
specifically inherit another class (through the single-class inheritance rule), your class will inherit from System.Object directly.
Namespaces, Libraries and Assemblies
What's the notion of "System.Int32", "System.Boolean" and "System.Object"? In .NET, everything is organised into
namespaces. These are dot-separated strings which build up a hierarchy of available functionality. All the primitive types are
members of the System namespace. You are free to use anything you like as your namespace names, there are no hard and
fast rules. Generally your top level namespace is something unique to you or your project, with functional areas then broken
down within that.
Two parts of what makes up the .NET ecosystem are the Framework Class Library (FCL) and the Base Class Library (BCL).
These are collections of classes within various namespaces that allow you to perform a very wide range of operations. Think
of them as the Standard Template Library or Microsoft Foundation Classes of the .NET world. For example, if you wished to
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talk to a database, you would use the classes contained within the System.Data namespace. Similarly, file access is done
using classes within System.IO.
All of these classes get compiled into assemblies, which are usually either .exe or .dll files. Assemblies can be linked by your
.NET applications so you can consume and use the functionality contained within - there are various assemblies that contain
the different FCL and BCL classes. Note that namespaces and assemblies are not one and the same - indeed an assembly
could contain many namespaces, and a single namespace could be split across multiple assemblies. Also take note that in
this context, these .NET assemblies have nothing to do with the programming language Assembly/Assembler. Each assembly
is typically compiled from a single project, and therefore a single source language, however because all the languages share
the same underlying standards and types, once the code is compiled into an assembly, it can be linked and used by a project
written in a different language.

Execution and the Runtime Environment
The actual code contained within an assembly is not machine code, nor is it the original language it was written in. When
you compile a .NET language, it compiles to Common Intermediary Language (CIL) - a bytecode representation of the code.
This means it is portable between different processor architectures, as the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI - yes we
have both CIL and CLI!) is responsible for executing it on a given platform. The CLI is the specification for both the language
(the CIL) and the system which runs it - the Virtual Execution System (VES). Microsoft's implementation of the CLI is the
Common Language Runtime (CLR) - it is this, along with Microsoft's implementation of the BCL and FCL, that gets installed
when you install .NET.
As well as the compiled bytecode, assemblies contain metadata about the classes and functionality contained within them.
Containing this metadata is what makes it easy to add an reference to an assembly in your project and begin using the
functionality within. Assemblies can also contain embedded resources, such as images or other files, which are accessible at
runtime from within the assembly. Since they contain all this information, it's possible to look at what makes up an assembly
through a process known as Reflection, which is baked into the specification and is trivially accessible at runtime. There are
a few programs around that given an assembly, will decompile it back to a language of your choice, regardless of what
language it was written in to begin with. The most famous and oldest one is Reflector, however the rights to it were
unfortunately purchased and it is now a paid product. Since then, another company called Telerik has stepped into the
breach and provided JustDecompile, which they pledge will remain free forever (though you do need to register on their
website).
In order to run .NET code, the environment must be hosted somewhere. On Windows, when starting a command line .NET
application for example, it starts a normal win32 process, which then internally starts up an instance of the CLR. This then
finds the entry point of the .NET code in your assembly, and begins running it. It's possible for the CLR to be hosted
elsewhere, and indeed it is. Internet Information Services (IIS - Microsoft's web server) can host the CLR and use .NET code
for websites. Microsoft have also added support for hosting the CLR into SQL Server - you can call .NET code directly from
within your database logic.
The VES is unlike a traditional Virtual Machine, in that rather than interpreting the bytecode line by line, it actually performs a
second compilation (known as a Just-In-Time compile) which targets the underlying CPU architecture. Optimisations are
done both at the initial compile time and also during this just-in-time compilation, so performance is generally very good once
past the initial JIT compile.

Language Support
When it comes to the languages themselves, there are 3 main ones (and plenty of others). The flagship language, created by
Microsoft for .NET, is C# (pronounced C-sharp). They also updated Visual Basic to target the new platform, and it is just as
capable as C# . Recognising its history, a namespace exists (Microsoft.VisualBasic) with a number of VB6 style functions,
such as IsNumeric and CBool, which are internally reimplemented using .NET. Whilst VB is just as capable, in my opinion
many of the language constructs are much more fluent and natural within C#. The final language is C++/CLI (previously
known as Managed C++). This language allows you to mix both native C++ and .NET code together, so is a very useful
language in two respects. Firstly, it means you can write any code that needs to be extremely quick in native C++, but then
expose it via the normal .NET methods. Secondly, often it is easier to interoperate with other technologies or libraries using
C++, which can then have wrappers built around them to expose them to the rest of .NET.

Versions
There have been several versions of .NET, and at first look it can be quite confusing. Because you have both the CLR and
BCL/FCL, they are versioned separately, albeit often released together. The CLR has had versions 1.0, 1.1, 2.0 and 4.0. In
the meantime, the BCL/FCL have had versions 1.0, 1.1, 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. Where the version numbers
match, they were released together. Where they don't, the CLR itself was unchanged (eg 3.0 and 3.5 of the BCL/FCL still ran
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in the 2.0 CLR) - ie the underlying bytecode that the new features in the BCL/FCL introduced was still compiled to the same
standards, it was purely new behavioural features that were introduced, that in theory anyone could have written against the
same version of the CLR.

Portability
I mentioned earlier about portability. By having your assemblies compiled to bytecode, it means you can redeploy the same
assembly to 32bit or 64bit, Intel, AMD or even ARM processors without having to recompile. The actual framework
installation itself has to target the correct architecture, but it means you don't need to worry about this side of things. The
other side of portability is the host OS. I stated that Microsoft originally created the CLI specification - however it was quickly
standardised by the ECMA. Sensing what could be achievable by such a project, an effort was started to build a Linux
implementation of the CLI. Microsoft's implementation, as mentioned above, is the CLR, the alternative implementation is
known as Mono. Originally targeting Linux, it now runs on a wide variety of operating systems. The project started life in a
murky area of potential litigation from Microsoft, however the last 6 months or so have seen a big change at Microsoft. They
have begun open sourcing much of .NET. You can already download and compile large portions of the FCL and BCL, and the
source for other parts is freely available online too. Another platform I want to briefly mention is the .NET Micro Framework.
This is another implementation of the CLI, and a very limited subset of the BCL. It has a memory overhead of around only
300kb, and can run without an OS. The Netduino project makes use of it, and essentially allows you to use .NET code
directly on an Arduino-like microcontroller.
Going back to Microsoft, and their open sourcing efforts - in February this year, they released the CoreCLR project
(https://github.com/dotnet/coreclr) - essentially what Mono have had to reimplement from scratch. You can see a live view
of the current build status on that page, including builds for Linux. By having this code in the open, licensed for free or
commercial projects, the future of .NET support on multiple platforms looks tremendous.
In fact, during the writing and editing of this article, several more projects have been released by Microsoft now, including
the source for MSBuild - the core of what Visual Studio invokes to build applications. By utilising either Mono, or the quickly
improving CoreCLR project, it's now possible to write code once and have it run at almost native speeds on every major
platform - yes, in theory it's now possible to host that ASP.NET MVC website on your Raspberry Pi. However Mono 4.0.0 is
currently in Alpha. The big thing with this release is the direct implementation of some of the open sourced Microsoft code in
the Mono implementation, showing the immediate effect it's having on the broader ecosystem. This is either for features
previously incomplete in Mono, or where the Mono implementation of something was slightly buggy and produced different
results to the original Microsoft code.

Getting Started
Microsoft have, for several years, provided Express editions of Visual Studio, their flagship IDE. Each one of these editions
addressed a different area, eg there were different installs for both web design and windows applications. With the above
"opening up" and open sourcing they have begun, they have also released Visual Studio Community 2013. This replaces all
the Express editions, and brings them all back under one install, and it's still free, both for personal and commercial use (to a
certain level - either 250 PCs, or a $1m turnover). Another choice, both for Windows but more importantly on non-windows
OSes, is MonoDevelop. The rest of this series will discuss creating projects within Visual Studio, but the language techniques
and libraries used should be applicable to both the CLR and Mono.
The following sample shows the basics of writing to and reading from the command line (IE the equivalent of using STDIN
and STDOUT). It runs as a Console Application, which is a basic application type which has no UI (by default), other than
what can be provided by the command line.

Part 2
The next article will feature code, and will discuss some of the basic tenets of the C# language, comparing to equivalent
Visual Basic syntax where appropriate, showing some of the building blocks of the language and a few of the features that
have been introduced over the years to allow for a nicer coding style. I will also introduce some of the different types of
program that can be made (console, forms, services, even embedding inside SQL) and a short example of each.

Glossary
CLI -

Common Language Infrastructure. The underlying specifications for the .NET ecosystem. It specifies things including
the VES and CIL.

VES - Virtual Execution System. The part of the framework that actually executes .NET code.
CIL -

Common Intermediary Language. Originally known as MSIL, this is the bytecode that .NET languages are compiled
into and is what is contained within assemblies.

CLR - Microsoft's implementation of the CLI. Currently being open sourced.
FCL - Framework Class Library, contains the remainder of the libraries that Microsoft supplies. It is where the likes of
Windows Forms, Windows Communication Foundation and ASP.NET reside.

BCL - Base Class Library, the basic .NET APIs, including the definitions of the primitive types.
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Basic example – C#
/*
* We can specify other namespaces that we're "using".
* More on this below.
*/

These usually exist in referenced assemblies.

using System;
/*
* The Assembly built by this project is "Article1-CS.exe", but the namespace is something unique.
* You can be as descriptive (or not) as you wish with these
* - Pft
"pawsforthorpe", my domain
* - Merg
Who we are!
* - WhatIsDotNet
Overall article series
* - Article1
Any code relating specifically to the first article
*/
namespace Pft.Merg.WhatIsDotNet.Article1
{
/*
* This class is defined as the "Startup Object" (as defined in the project properties).
* compiler will look for a static Main method within this class.
*/
class HelloWorldCs
{
/*
* The entry point into our application
*/
static void Main()
{
// Console is a class defined within the System namespace.
// It gives access to reading and writing from a command line window
System.Console.WriteLine("Hello World!");

The

// Because we specified "using System;" at the start of the file, it means we don't need to
// keep typing "System." as in the above line. We could have just written:
// Console.WriteLine("Hello World!");
//As well as writing to the console, it is easy to read a line too:
Console.Write("Please enter your name: ");
string name = Console.ReadLine();
// Console.ReadLine will read any characters typed, up until the user presses Return.
//The value returned from this function is a string (if you're inside visual studio and hover
//your mouse over the function name above, it shows you the signature - ie what arguments it
//takes and what it returns), which we store in a string variable.
//We can then easily write this value back out:
Console.WriteLine("Hello " + name);

//Note that in all of the above we're not having to allocate any memory, or copy any buffers
//around forstring concatenation etc - it's all handled by the .NET CLR.

// Finally, we call ReadLine again. We don't make use of the returned string, but it has
//the effect of pausing the application until the user hits the return key - We don't need to
//worry about allocating any resources for the captured string, or indeed freeing any memory
//consumed by it.
Console.ReadLine();

}
}
}
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Basic example – VB
'See the CS example for more comments.

Comments here reflect the VB syntax differences

'Rather than "using", in VB we use "Imports" for including other namespaces
Imports System
'Note the lack of Namespace directive - in VB classes are placed in the root project namespace by default.
'The root namespace is configured in the project properties.
Class HelloWorldVb
Shared Sub Main()
System.Console.WriteLine("Hello World!")
Console.Write("Please enter your name: ")
'VB Uses a different, more verbose, syntax for declaring variables
Dim name As String = Console.ReadLine()
Console.WriteLine("Hello " + name)
Console.ReadLine()
'As you can see - the VB code is almost identical to the equivalent C# code.
‘As we progress through future articles, you will see that this is usually the case, though in
‘some circumstances that we'll
'see, it is more fiddly to write things within VB while the equivalent C# looks a lot more
‘fluent.
End Sub
End Class

Simple Modification to a MERG RJ22 Socket Board.
By John Gowers (M1948)
I needed to achieve two solutions in using my RJ22 dual socket board on my Demonstration Modular Track board.
1.

Be able to mount the board on the inside of the side rail of my track board with the sockets pluggable from the
outside.

2.

Be able to switch in and out a 120R resistor into the CBUS line depending on what other terminators I had in the
BUS.

I used RJ22 vertical sockets mounted in the normal way but then fitted
all the other components on the reverse side. As I use 4 pin pluggable
sockets for my CBUS line connections I had to ensure that the pin outs
were the right way round. This is not possible using side entry sockets
so I fitted top sockets [rapid part No 21-1920] which had a further
benefit as they are easier to plug into under the board.
I cut the track between both H holes and the pin out hole beside them
in the middle of the RJ22 side of the board [see photo].
On the reverse I linked the two H holes together with an insulated wire.
I put a small switch [Rapid part No 80-0420 or
you could fit a jumper] between one of the
isolated holes and the L pin out hole.
I put the 120R resistor form the other switched
pin out hole and the convenient hole in the H
track that is shown marked for a resistor.
Thus with the switch “on” I have 120R resistance
between the H and L track of the BUS.
As you will see from the photos above I now have two RJ22 sockets accessible from the outside with the socket board
screwed to the inside of the board side rail.
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RFID on the RaspberryPi with Adafruit Display.
By Howard Watkins (M615)

F

urther to my previous article (March 2015 Journal, Vol 49 No. 1 pp j18) I have made further changes to the display
program rfid_display.py to use the small 2.8" Adafruit PiTFT display.

Using the Adafruit PiTFT display
Adafruit have developed a small touch screen display that fits onto the GPIO pins of the Raspberry Pi, and is the same size as
the RPi. I fitted it to a Model B.
I wanted to try using this instead of the small composite video monitor. Although the latter is adequate for displaying the
images, the text is unreadable. However the Adafruit display is very crisp, and furthermore costs about the same (£30). I
bought the display and a PiTFT PIBOW case from thepihut.com. Note, the ruler is in cm. not inches.

First I had to download some code to get the Adafruit display to work. This can be found at
https://learn.adafruit.com/adafruit-pitft-28-inch-resistive-touchscreen-display-raspberry-pi/easy-install
Although it now displays text (e.g. when starting up the Raspberry Pi) it does not display the images from the rfid_display.py
program. These can still be seen on a monitor attached to the HDMI port (but not on one attached to Composite Video).
The next step is to download fbi - the frame buffer image viewer
sudo apt-get install fbi

This was then tested by displaying an image with
sudo fbi -T 2 -d /dev/fb1 -noverbose -a default.jpg

Next I tried a simple python program (display.py) to display the same image
#!/usr/bin/python
import subprocess
cmd = "sudo fbi -d /dev/fb1 -T 2 -noverbose -a "
cmd += "default.jpg"
p = subprocess.Popen(cmd, shell=True, stdout=subprocess.PIPE, stderr=subprocess.STDOUT)
p.communicate()

Note the space at the end of the definition of cmd; this is to allow the name of the image file to be appended without any
further modifications, as will be used in the rfid_display.py program. The "-a" does an automatic resize, so the images used
previously did not require to be resized.
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Having got the simple python program working, I was then able to change the display program to use fbi.
Another nice facility on the Adafruit display is to add the facility to turn off the Raspberry Pi from one of the push buttons
(seen at the bottom left of the picture). This effectively performs a "sudo shutdown -h now" without having to get out a
keyboard. Details are on the Adafruit installation pages referenced above. Although the switches are available from
thepihut.com, they are identical to Rapid 78-1120 as used in many MERG kits.
Since I am now using fbi to display the images, the only remaining use of pygame was the code to check for the "Q" key in
order to terminate the program. This was removed, and a special tag used to terminate the program as discussed in the
previous article.

Getting back to the Console
Unlike the use of pygame, the use of fbi did not revert the console back to text when the program finishes. Instead it
continued to display the last image. Further investigation showed that the fbi process was not terminating, and killing all the
fbi processes did
revert the screen back to text.
I have been unable to find a way to display a different image with the same instance of fbi. Most users want to use fbi to
make a slideshow, or to display all the images in a folder in a random order, and fbi has facilities for doing that.
The rfid_display.py program was therefore modified to kill the earliest fbi process (with "sudo pkill -o fbi") immediately after
displaying an image - except for the first image. Also the fbi process was killed on terminating the program. This does not
always work, sometimes leaving an image on the display without an fbi process running.
In conclusion, although the Adafruit display is small and easy to read, it seems that the code to use it is not a slick as the
earlier version using pygame.

Software Downloads
The modified programs are available as zip files on the Software Downloads page. The zip file is RFID_json_fbi.zip and
contains default.jpg
no_image.jpg
no_tag.jpg
pickle2json.py
rfid_display.py
rfid_manage_tag.py
RFID.py

together with a sample tag_file.json and some other image files.
The only file changed from the article where I used json instead of pickle is rfid_display.py. However all necessary files are
included in the zip file for completeness.
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Using DesignSpark to produce Gerber files
for PCB production by iTead – a layman’s guide
By Mike Collins (M2563)

I

suppose I must start with a disclaimer that I have no financial interest in either RS components who supply DesignSpark
or iTead who produce the PCB’s in small quantities. There is other free software available and there are other production
houses. These just happened to be the ones I used in my recent project. This article is not intended as a bells, lights and
whistles tutorial, merely a description of these systems using knowledge gained on my learning curve which I hope will
enable others who like me, have no great electronic or PCB design knowledge, to dip their toes in the water with the benefit
of my experiences. Phraseology and techniques used may not be technically correct or accurate but they worked for me.
My first encounter with PCB production was just over a year ago when I had need of some of the newly developed MPS2 and
MPSi boards to use with the MERG ATC shuttle system. The boards had been designed by Gordon Hopkins but he had no
spares available as he had only produced enough at home for his development needs. Gordon kindly sent me the Gerber files
for his designs to allow me to get a small batch produced by iTead. His parting shot was “you had better look at them with a
Gerber viewer to make sure they’re OK” – 1st hillock on the learning curve, although I was vaguely aware that Gerber files
were the things that PCB manufacturers use to make the boards I had no idea that you could use a viewer to look at them.
Gerber files use a simple format (RS-274X) to hold the data which defines the size and position of the pads, and the width
and end-points of every track segment (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerber_format).
A quick Google search revealed www.gerber-viewer.com an intuitive and easy to use free site. You simply load your Gerber
files one at a time, then depending on which files you have ticked, a picture appears on the screen which you can print
oversize to allow you to “proof read” the design.
Having done that, the next step is to place your order with iTead, www.imall.iteadstudio.com again amazingly simple for a
very complex procedure, just a familiar experience for anyone used to shopping on line. Firstly choose the size of board you
require, sizes start at 5cm x 5cm and increase in 5cm increments and are priced for batches of 10 units up to 10cm x 10cm
and for 5 units above that. The next page gives you a series of production options, thickness of copper, colour of silkscreen,
surface coating etc with all variations from standard being priced individually, I chose all the free options with the thickest
free board and 1 oz copper.
At the bottom is a tick box to make your design open source to get 2 extra boards free, don’t get
too excited by this, it is not an offer to give you 20% extra. What you actually get free of charge
are 2 boards which iTead deem to be similar to your design, my design obviously caused
confusion as I received 2 credit card sized rep giveaway sample boards of their abilities which
are useful as they give examples of what any particular pad or track size will look like on the
finished board. Why I would need 2 other than to give one to a friend I don’t know, from reading
comments on the iTead forum it seems this is current practice.
Add the item to your cart; a postage sum is added, then pay by Paypal.
A confirmation email is sent immediately with an invitation to submit your (zipped) Gerber files
and subsequently emails are sent at various stages of production until 2-3 weeks later the
postman delivers them to your door.
There are rules as to what you can put on your board, and can be roughly summarized
as anything you can cram on and any shape you like as long as it fits within the outline
you have paid for. There are also rules about paneliseation, i.e. sub dividing the board
into smaller boards, again not particularly onerous, a maximum of 5 sub boards with the
outlines marked out by lines on the silkscreen, not by rows of holes or routed grooves
which would cause additional production work.
So, having covered the last and easiest parts of the system I had better cover the more
difficult part, using the DesignSpark software to produce the PCB outline and
subsequently the Gerber files.
Having used CAD drawing programmes for several years I expected it to be relatively
easy. No such luck!
I looked at several PCB design programmes and they are all similar. I reluctantly rejected
Eagle which has a better library system but the maximum board size allowed on the
freeware is 10cm x 8cm which is a lot of wasted space on the most economical iTead
board size of 10cm x 10cm.
The biggest gripe I have with PCB design software is that with CAD drawing you can “switch off” layers to make things
clearer. Imagine each layer as a sheet of glass with all the sheets stacked on top of each other, switching off a layer removes
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that sheet temporarily from the stack. There

such a facility in the PCB design software, but is a bit of a faff:

Another way to select which layers you want to see is to print the design then you can select which layers are printed – more
of that later.
Having jumped ahead again, let’s go back to the start. Let’s assume you want to produce
a PCB for a small circuit. For the purposes of this article I will use a simple relay breakout
board as an example. The kitlocker already stock an item for this (kit921) which uses
3.5mm screw down type edge connectors, this variation uses a JYK (Molex) type
connector.
The first thing you have to get your head around in PCB design is that everything
revolves around component libraries. There are 3 elements to every component, firstly
the schematic symbol (the item that is shown on the circuit diagram), secondly the PCB
symbol (the silkscreen outline and connection hole layout that appears on the finished
PCB) and lastly the component which is a combination of the information from the first
two.
It is vital that you select the correct component otherwise your design will fail.
It is worth being pedantic, if not paranoid about your component selection as shortcuts and errors will come back and bite
you on the bum later! On my project, I sited 2 Molex type connectors immediately next to each other. Although the standard
library footprint is OK for the pin header part, the socket has a wider footprint and therefore there was insufficient room for
the 2 sockets. Fortunately I did have room to turn one through 180° so the sockets were on opposite sides of the relative
headers.
When you think about it, there must be millions of components out there but a lot of them use similar outlines and pinouts.
For example, a BDW94C PNP transistor, a TIP122 NPN transistor and an LM317 variable voltage regulator all share the same
TO-220 package and therefore the same PCB outline but have radically different uses and therefore different schematic
symbols. It is for this reason that the components are a combination of a schematic symbol and a PCB symbol.
It is not the seemingly obvious schematic symbol that is used in the schematic design but the component because the
schematic eventually gets converted to a PCB design and thus has to include all the necessary information.

Making a start
Download DesignSpark (free download) ) http://www.rs-online.com/designspark/electronics/eng/page/designspark-pcbhome-page
Vital rule: save everything frequently, I had great problems with the programme repeatedly crashing when converting
schematic designs into PCB layouts. Also just using save produced a plethora of temporary files, I had to resort to using
“save as” every time once the filename had been established.
Open a new schematic accepting the defaults and immediately save the blank as your designname.sch.
It will save hours of searching in the future to create a new library called mycomponents (access to the libraries is via the
book symbol on the top toolbar). Add components either found in other libraries or created by yourself to that library. The
preloaded libraries have thousands of mostly specialized components with no easy way of finding the item you need other
than trawling through them individually. If you do find something potentially useful in the future, add it to mycomponents
there and then, you will never find it again when you do need it!
Let’s start looking for the components needed. The first pitfall is to find a component apparently meeting your needs only to
find either the schematic or the PCB symbol isn’t the same as the item you have in your stockbox or are proposing to
purchase. Don’t take anything at face value. Once a mistake is incorporated in your design it will have far reaching
consequences. For example, in
is an item Relay type 47. Unfortunately the schematic
is for a SPDT relay and the PCB symbol is not the same footprint as the DPDT relay sold by the kitlocker. However the next
item down is Relay type 53 which has possibilities for adapting to our needs.

Adapt the PCB Symbol outline to the required profile.
brings up the pcb layout for the library item which needs altering
to our pinout.
set grid to 100 thou and snap mode to half grid (100 thou is 1/10th inch and is the pin spacing
of most components). Snap mode is the adjustment for setting item positions or lines relative to a known grid position rather
some random position.
Using the measure tool (the icon at the bottom of the list on the left), click on the spacing between the pad centres and
compare the answers to those required per the component datasheet or by physically measuring the component. Move the
pads by grabbing them with the mouse and moving them to the required positions (left click and drag), similarly move the
component outline (the yellow lines) to the required positions. At this stage check the pad properties (place the cursor over
the pad and
) to ascertain the hole size is clearance for the component pins. At this stage it is worth
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enlarging the pad to make it an easier target for a handheld soldering iron. (Standard pad sizes are chosen for machine flow
soldering techniques). Altering pads individually can be tedious especially for something like a 28 pin DIL outline. A quicker
then import a new pad (circular symbol at the top of the
way is to delete all the pads
left hand list), and alter the pad size as required.
Pads imported after that will all have the same
properties. Make sure you place the pads in the correct sequence, each pad number will be visible when the mouse is
positioned over the pad. If there is not room for an enlarged circular pad, create an oval pad.
Once the symbol is correct, save to mycomponents as relay BT47.

Adapting an existing schematic symbol to your requirements
This schematic symbol
is nearly correct. All we need to do is delete the plus and minus symbols as the coil on our relay is not polarised
then it can be saved to mycomponents as before.

Combine the new Schematic Symbol and PCB Symbol to make a new component
Component

relay BT47

Package

DSC

Default ref

RL

OK
Assign pad numbers to schematic terminal numbers – make sure you get them in the right order. It will almost certainly not
be pin 1 to pin 1 etc.
You now have the full set, schematic symbol, PCB symbol and component all in
agreement and the component can be added to the schematic diagram by clicking
the symbol resembling a transistor,
, left click to place it
on the schematic, if duplicates are required each left click will place another
component on the schematic and increase the component numbering by 1. Press
when done.
Add other components either by using library items or designing your own.
In the finished PCB layout, items other than the necessary electronic components will
be needed and therefore need adding to the schematic. e.g Molex type connectors,
fixing holes etc. All can be found/made/amended from the libraries and saved to
mycomponents.
Once all the components have been added to the schematic, make all the necessary
links by joining the pads using the Add Schematic Connection tool (under the
transistor symbol).
It is normal practice to link the 0v line and the fixing hole symbol(s), this can lead to
other problems. For example, on my project, one of the 2 fixing holes was also the
heatsink fixing for an LM317 variable voltage regulator which has the metal backplate
electrically connected to the centre pin (pin 2). This is the output pin not 0v as is the
case with a LM7812 fixed voltage regulator. My solution was to connect the fixing hole
on the schematic to the output pin of the LM317, then on the PCB pour copper on the
top layer connected to the output pin net. This produces a pad on the PCB separated
from the general ground plane of the copper pour on the underside but providing
additional heat dissipation via the copper pour on the top layer. You
buy insulating
pads and top hat type bushes but then you have to remember to use them, I prefer to
design out possibilities of errors rather than incorporating potential flaws which have to
be corrected later by other means.
Components can be rearranged by dragging and dropping. Right clicking a component
brings up a menu to allow all sorts of adjustments and alterations.
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When arranging the components, don’t be tempted to flip components instead of rotating by 180deg this will give problems
when setting out the PCB

Start the PCB design
When all is completed to your satisfaction, convert the schematic to a PCB layout.
accept defaults,
(Although all design is done in thou,
iTead work in metric units.)
.

The PCB design is then created with all the components arranged in a row
with all the connections shown as air lines. (figure 3)
Re-arrange the components by dragging and dropping and rotating to produce a compact arrangement with connections
kept as short as possible (figure 4).
As can be seen from fig 4, several of the traces cross each other and will require
convoluted routing. In our case this can be eased by amending the schematic to
make the traces between the connector and the relay run in straight lines and I will
use it as an example of updating the schematic and transferring the updated
information to the PCB. You will rarely have the luxury of being able to do this in a

more complex circuit. I have since realised that the easiest way of dealing with connectors is initially not to connect them on
the schematic, but do the routing manually on the PCB layout, then go back to the schematic and make the connections
match the PCB layout.
The PCB layout is then updated to the revised schematic layout by using

(figure 6)

Set up the working grid, track styles and spacings
If you use components with metric pin spacing eg
3.5mm edge connectors, you may need to temporarily amend the snap mode to 100th grid to make the traces go exactly
where you want them but change back to ¼ grid for the remainder of the design.
set power min and signal min to 20, Power nom and signal nom to 50.
Online trace width calculators give the current carrying capacity of a 20 thou trace as 1.45A and 50 thou trace 2.84A This
should be ample for most N, 00, and probably 0 gauge projects.
change to 10 universally.
A couple of thoughts on trace sizes:
It

possible to thread a 20 thou signal trace between 2 adjacent 60 thou pads with 10 thou clearance either side.

If your design doesn’t have densely packed traces, why settle for 20 thou traces when you could have 50 thou traces at no
extra cost? If that is the case, then amend all the trace width settings to 50 thou.
DesignSpark has an irritating habit of starting all traces as signal min which has to be amended mid stoke to power nom. If
everything is set at 50 thou then the problem doesn’t exist.
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You can alter the trace width at any point in it’s length, so it is feasible to use 50 thou traces as standard then reduce them to
20 thou to squeeze between component legs if that is the only possible route.
Tidy up the PCB layout by connecting components with traces using the Add Track tool (4th item down in the Left Hand
Toolbar) as indicated by the air lines (the air line will disappear when a connecting trace is correctly drawn). This is known as
‘manual routing’. The layer on which the trace is being drawn is shown on the bottom right of the screen.
To change layers, use
afterwards.

whilst drawing the trace or highlight the trace (

) then

if amending

To change the trace width use
or
. Initially just connect the appropriate pads, the trace routing can
be changed by dragging to the required place and elbows can be inserted and dragged to position using
It is good practice to avoid 90° corners by inserting chamfers
at 45° (use the elbow tool:
). (figure 7)
If you are using surface mount components and wish to mount
them on the underside of the board, use
which will change the colour of the component from red to
blue and the silkscreen component reference will be reversed.
Make sure that everything you want to appear on the finished
board is on the silkscreen layer component ident as Top and
Bottom documentation is not incorporated in the Gerber files
and will not appear.
will show the
properties of any item.
The whole process is a complicated cross between a child’s toy where the correct shapes have to be fitted together and a join
the dots puzzle. If you like logic problems and Suduko puzzles you will love it! It will keep you quiet for hours although
domestic management has been known to complain about the continual clicking of the mouse whilst trying to watch TV.
At this stage, if you trust the technology,
will show a notepad screen with an error
(or hopefully no error) report. Being sceptical, I find it is best to physically print the design in order to double check
everything is as you intended. Under the Print command you have the option to choose the physical size and number of files
to be printed. To make proof reading easier, change the colour of the top silkscreen from yellow to green
Yellow stands out on the black DesignSpark background, but is all but invisible on
white paper. I believe the colours used for the various layers are not relevant to the production process but return them to
the defaults after printing just in case.
I print the following:
Schematic (fit plot to 1 sheet)
Top copper, top silkscreen, board outline (fit plot to 1 sheet)
Bottom copper, bottom silkscreen, board outline (fit plot to 1 sheet)
Top silkscreen actual size. (100%).
Bottom silkscreen actual size. (100%)
Using a highlighter pen, check each connection from schematic to PCB. If there are any errors, go back to the PCB layout and
correct them. Under
there is a schematic to PCB checker: If you had realised during the PCB design that
there was an error in the schematic and had altered the PCB design but not updated the schematic then using this tool will
amend the PCB design back to the incorrect version per the schematic.
Check that you can read all the items on the silkscreen at actual size without a magnifying glass. Don’t worry if they are
partially obscured because they overlap traces, in the final production the green solder mask will overlay the copper traces
and the silkscreen printing will be in contrasting yellow. Lettering sizes and fonts can be changed under
both in the schematic and PCB layouts.
A check with the measurement tool will give the overall size of the board. Our finished board is
1396 thou x 396 thou (appx 39mm x 11mm) Whilst this easily fits within the confines of a 50mm
x 50mm board, there is a lot of wasted space. It makes sense to either fill the spare surface area
with either another design or repeat this one. Unfortunately you can’t fit 4 side by side if you
intend to separate them in the future, there has to be a waste area margin between each panel
for cutting which takes up a surprising amount of room. I allow 150 thou (just under 4mm) as a
recommended method of cutting the boards is a wet cut diamond tipped tile saw which takes out
about 2-3mm of material for the blade thickness. It is possible to fit 5 panels + 4 cutting margins
on a 10cm x 5cm board. Figure 8 illustrates this.
The measurement tool has a mind of it’s own. It will not check dimensions from line to line, but will
check from pad centre to pad centre but, annoyingly only from pad edge to line. Thus to measure
board sizes you will need to add several dimensions (line to pad + pad width + pad to line)
Strictly speaking, if multiple panels are to be used on the finished PCB then they should emanate
from the schematic otherwise it is impossible to use the schematic to PCB checker tool. This gives
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rise to a couple of problems; firstly there are many more components on the initial create of the PCB, they are all
intermingled and there is a veritable rats nest of air lines, secondly the component numbers are increased by 1 each time the
same component is added so that when the finished PCB is separated into the 5 sub boards, the first will have RL1, the
second RL2 etc and this will be repeated for all components. On the PCB, my way round this was to delete the component
numbers transferred from the schematic and substitute my own using the Add Text tool (letter A on the left hand toolbar).
The whole design can then be copied and pasted 4 times without the component numbers increasing. (DesignSpark is a bit
clunky in this respect you can’t just copy and paste, you have to
The drawback to this is that if you then move a component then your newly created text doesn’t move with it although you
can always identify any component or trace by hovering the mouse over it.
A method of getting around the initial rats nest is to do the schematic in stages. For instance, if you have multiple panels,
just do the schematic for one of them for a start, translate to PCB, then add another panel to the schematic and update the
PCB and so on.
The sub board dividing lines are drawn using the open shape tool from the left hand toolbar.
Don’t forget to change them from top documentation to top silkscreen.
Finally using the “copper pour area tool” highlight an area just inside the edges of the board then pour copper on the bottom
layer connected to the 0v net.

Run design rule check
This will check that the design complies with the design rules, checking amongst other things that pads or tracks are not too
close together or too near the edge of the board.
accept defaults>
This produces a
notepad report which lists any errors. When this report is minimised or moved to one side, the errors are shown on the PCB
design in purple to enable them to be corrected. Annoyingly, once you have corrected the error, you have to delete the error
note manually.

Produce the Gerber files
tick the following: Top silkscreen, Top copper, Top solder mask, Bottom silkscreen, Bottom
copper, Bottom solder mask, Drill Data-Through Hole.
Itead also require a board outline file,
This adds and ticks Plot1 to the list.
This sets Plot1 as the board outline. Check under
that the offset dimension is 0000 0000 in all
layers. Under
check that all layers are Gerber with the exception of Drill Data-Through Hole which should be
Excellon.
The files now produced have to be renamed for iTead.
designname – plot1.gbr becomes designname.GKO, top silkscreen becomes .GTO, top copper becomes .GTL, top solder
mask becomes .GTS, bottom silkscreen becomes .GBO, bottom copper becomes .GBL, bottom solder mask becomes .GBS,
Drill Data – Through Hole becomes .TXT. 8 files in total.
Delete Drill Data-Through Hole (Unplated).drl. iTead do not require this.
Zip the 8 files together in a file entitled designname.zip
View the Gerber files to ensure they are correct as described in the earlier sections of this article then you are ready to place
your order with iTead.
I hope this will encourage you to have a go, even if you never intend to get the boards made. Like most software it is mainly
a matter playing with it and watching what happens. If it does something useful then you will know what to do next time. If
all goes wrong, you can always go back to your previously saved version.

Acknowledgements:
Hugh Griffiths for correcting my punctuation.
Members of the MERG forum who so generously share their knowledge with anyone seeking help without being patronising,
especially Judi Rastall (M3086) for guiding me through the labyrinth of Gerber file production and David Radcliffe (M3666) for
proof reading this article and removing the more glaring errors.

Editor’s Note.
Design Spark is becoming the favoured package for new MERG kit designs. Martin Perry has converted to it, Judi Rastall,
Trevor Stockill and myself are in the process of getting to grips with the package and we are assembling a ‘MERG’ library of
components that could eventually be made available on the website. We would encourage people to use the same package,
as this will simplify the future support and the maintenance of our kits.
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Preview of ‘Classic PWM’ DC Controller
By David Osborne (M1423)

F

ollowing some discussions with John Broadley (M2273) I agreed to make a short preview of his Smartrax software
package and new Classic PWM controller for analog systems which was designed to be compatible with his Smartrax
software and Velleman microcontroller boards.
John Broadley produces the Smartrax software, At present his
web site is at
http://www.traincontrol.co.uk/
and Allister Hughes produces the hardware, and has web
sites:
http://www.therollingroad.net/
http://www.modelrailcontrol.co.uk/
Where the latter will be up and running soon after publication
of this journal and will concentrate on the throttle described
here. Its a case of ‘Watch this space’ as these details get
refined ready for the commercialisation of the hardware
products previewed here and Smartrax software that will be
the subject of a future descriptive article.
I have the privilege of previewing the controller in 2 forms:
1.

A stand alone with manual control and the possibility of connection to a small hand held tethered ‘walk about’
controller. This set is illustrated in fig.1, showing the main throttle/controller, the small handheld, the 15V 5A Power
Supply and mains lead, together with an optional Velleman board.

2.

A trial Layout Controller combination with a Velleman board providing a number of control inputs and outputs as
well as a version of the Classic PWM. Not photographed because it is not in a final mechanical format.

The actual controller is essentially the same in both cases, an N channel power FET driven hard with a PWM waveform,
followed by a reversing relay.

First the manual controller:
It consists of a control box with mode switches and a convenient speed control knob featuring a crank handle (which I like),
see photo. The box has easy spring loaded connections for the track, a standard coax type power input for a standard third
party switchmode DC 15V 5A power supply (PSU) from your AC supply, and a multipin connector for the Velleman or other
remote control. The track output will be the PSU voltage less 1 diode drop of about 1V.
In this case I was also provided with a small walk round box with hand throttle and reverse switch to connect to the remote
input, but this prototype did not have an off position, although minimum speed gives 0% output.

Manual controller controls are:
Control: Remote...Local
Speed Pot: r/Con...Local
Rev...Off...Fwd
And the crank handles Speed control.
The Handheld has just a speed knob and forward/reverse switch.
Having connected to a good N-gauge loco and oscilloscope I found that, as described to me, the track output is a straight
forward Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) at about the Power supply voltage adjusting from 0 to 100% duty cycle. Performance
was good, as to be expected from my original articles about PWM for N gauge locos and was helped because the alternative
hand speed controls both give a nicely progressive buildup from stationary to slowly increasing speed. The PWM frequency
was in the region of 120 Hz and varied somewhat with the speed setting.
The only limitation would be that as the track voltage is fixed at the supply voltage the small motors will suffer high
dissipation at medium speed when the BEMF is still quite low maybe 3V whereas the pulse of power is at 15V, resulting in
quite a high dissipation during the needed 50% duty cycle, though this is hardly likely to cause a problem in larger scales.
It might make sense to operate from as low as 8V for N gauge, though some of the newer steam prototypes have now been
designed to operate at scale maximum speed at 12V, being very different to some older ones that can exceed 200MPH with
ease!
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The lowish frequency of the PWM is effective at encouraging mechanisms with stiction to start reasonably smoothly, which is
a benefit, however they are inclined to emit noise at the PWM rate, but in my opinion being able to start reasonably well is
more important. There is however the disadvantage that this low frequency PWM is probably not a good idea for coreless
motors where the high peak currents will overload the brushes, cause high motor accelerations each cycle and overheat the
fragile windings resulting in a short service life.

Velleman ‘Combination Version’
This was supplied in a neat box some 200x140x90mm which contains the Velleman board with its logical interfaces extended
to terminal blocks and LEDs and one Classic PWM throttle with the easy connect terminals outside.
This time the PWM operation is very different, operating at a frequency of about 22kHz and covering zero dutycycle to about
97% dutycycle. This means that the inductive effects of most motors will smooth the effective wave to be quasi DC with
consequent operation similar to a well smoothed DC powersupply.
High frequency PWM like this is effectively smoothed by the motor and acts like pure DC, but has the advantage that the
effective track voltage is tightly controlled and will be unaffected by motor load, thus giving a measure of speed stability.
This version should be most appropriate for coreless motors, as the quasi-DC output will avoid high peak currents and
consequent high accelerations and heating in the windings.
However with the small high stiction motors and mechanisms of N scale it is usually found that the low frequency PWM as
exhibited by the manually controlled Classic PWM is a bonus because it kick starts the motor every cycle. However this may
not best suit a minority of mechanisms (see my previous Journal Articles).
Apparently there is no current limit as such in the throttle, it relies on the PSU to provide that function. This may be a
limitation with more fragile motors and I would advise users to place a suitable
‘Polyfuse’ or equivalent between the controller and track.

Possible Issue
At present the controller uses a power FET output that is strongly driven and has
rise time as low as 10ns which at present is directly connected to the track (just as
if you used a DCC loco decoder to drive the track rather than be internal in the
Loco). The result is a high level of ringing (see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ringing_signal) both at about 50Mhz (rising edge)
and 2Mhz (falling edge) both greatly influenced by the loco load and length of
track connection. (10ns rise time results in 100Mamps/sec causing a one volt
transient per inch of connecting wire due to the wire’s self inductance and this
excites the connections relatively high Q self-resonances as the energy oscillates between inductive and capacitive parts of
the various (unintended) resonant stray components). Fig.2 is an oscillogram (its the maths difference between the 2
probes and the trace noise is a scope artefact), see fig.2, which clearly shows the 2Mhz ring associated with this loco, the
50Mhz ring at the rising edge is invisible at this horizontal scale.
The designers will take steps to limit this either electronically or with a suitable series ferrite bead like device which exhibits
quite high inductive impedance but has very low Q resulting in isolation of the remote impedances and heavy damping of any
rings. As an example a suitable component may be: RS part number 239-595 or 358-6866.
MERG DCC booster has the same issue and is fitted with simple ferrite beads to minimise problems, it is possible that some
commercial boosters do not have the suppression, and are responsible for unpredictable effects. ‘Snubbers’ (series RC) are
often mounted between the rails at suitable points to reduce Q and limit any such resonances).
It will also be important to ensure that there are no resonances that can fed back into the Velleman board, as currently there
are issues if a direct capacitive load of 100nF is added to
the track terminals. This will almost certainly be cured
when the edge slowing has been included.

Smartrax Software
At this stage I just used a demonstration module of the
Smartrax package which allowed manual control of all the
features of the Combination Version of the layout controller,
this communicates over the USB bus from PC to the box. (fig.3)
At this time the DA1 controls the loco speed. The other
inputs and outputs are beyond the scope of this article and
John Broadley is preparing a presentation to go with the
latest revision of his Smartrax software package, which will
offer DC and DCC variants.
John and Allister plan to commercialise these products as soon as the designs are finalised and production available....’watch
this space’ and keep an eye on their web sites.
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